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kSTE V E N vS

PRICE 4 CENTS

HIGH SPEEDIBOAT
;i FOR NEW YORK MAN

IDEAL HUNTING
AND
SPORTING RIFLE
NO. 44 1-2

Said that Woodsworth’ s Craft Can
Make 50 Miles Per

Made in standard calibers, with
theFAMOUS STEVENS BULL’S
EYE ACCURACY.

Hour.

REPEATING SHOTGUNS

!

Stevens Ideal Rifles
hold first Honors for
Accuracy in the United
States, Great Britain,
South and Western
Australia.
Your Dealer Handles
STEVENS

RIFLES,

SHOTGUNS, PISTOLS
Send for latest Cat
alogues and “ How To
Shoot Well.”

J. STEVENS ARMS 8
TOOL CO.
Postoffice Bov 50

CHICOPEE FALLS, MASS,

Advertising Pays You wwwwmwvHMvwwww

Mountain View House
Mountain Yiew, Maine
For further p articulars w rite or a d d ress

L. E. B 0W LE Y,
Mountain View,
»
■
»

Maine.

THINK OF^C W
GRANTS

CAM PS,

KENNEBAGO,

W h en Packing up fo r that F ishing T rip.

| ED GRANT

-----------------------

SONS,

M A IN E ,

F ly Fishing de luxe

Kennebago,

Maine J

" " B r o w i r ^ ^ a m p s ^ L a k ^ K e z a r ^ ^
For your Spring Fishing Trip why not come where the salmon are large
enough to interest you. The average weight of salmon here for the past
five seasons has been seven pounds. We also offer you private cabins
with open fire, bath, twin beds, etc. Bass fishing is unsurpassed. Write
us forDooklet, rates and detailed information. Address
B. E. BROWN, Center Lovell, Maine.

TIM

POND

CAM PS

sj
Open when the ice leaves the lake. We guarantee both bait and flyH fishing and catch trout. Telephone, daily mail. Write for 1912 booklet.
| JU LIAN K. VILES & SON, Franklm Co., Tim, Maine.

GO TO JOE’S

Rangeley Lake House, July 31.— I
I f you want a serviceable shotgun, one that
If there were more rooms
there j
a scratch or bump w on’t ruin, that can be had
I would be many more guests, for the
at a price that w on’t ruin you, the W inchester
i hotel which is filled now has to
! refuse many who would gladly come
R e p e a t in g Shotgun will surely suit you.
; and as soon as one party goes othT h ey are made in 12 o r 16 g a u g e w it h
j ers are waiting to take their places
strong shooting, full choke barrels, suitable
1for the big jush of travel began
j earlier this year than usual.
for trap work, duck shooting, etc., or with
P|
W. J. Jeandron of East Orange, N. |
modified choke or cylinder bore barrels for
j J. on Tuesday joined his family for j
field
shooting. T h ey list at $27.00, but your
the remainder of the season.
Mr. and Mrs. E. Napier and daugh
dealer will sell you one for less. T h ey are a
ter, Miss Edith L. Napier, of E ast!
bargain in a gun, but not a bargain counter
! Orange, N. J., arrived this week fo r ;
gun. T h ey are the only repester that is
I their sixth season and were warmly j
Igreeted by old friends.
ENDORSED BY THE U, S, ORDNANCE BOARD
Mrs. Frank Hurtt and Miss J. Ebb-1
inghanson of New York are here
for a short stay.
Mr. and Mrs. H. Gottermann are j
rr
here for several weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. A. A. Jones, Mrs. S.
A. Collester and A. W. Case of New j
\*
York, who are touring Maine spent!
Are the most up-to-the-minute camps at Grand Lake. Open fireplaces—Piazzas—
part of the week here.
Kewanee W ater System—Private Baths—Toilets and Blau-gas Lights, This is where you
Another party coming by auto from
can bring your family and get needed rest, as well as the best fishing in the country; Land
the White Mountains tarrying here
ocked Salmon, Lake and Brook Trout. Write for brochure and rates.
several days this week en route for j
FRANK H. BALL, Prop., Grand Lake Stream, Maine.
Quebec were Mr. and Mrs. R. S .!
Whitman of Hamilton, Mass.
a
Mrs. Herbert E, Smith and Miss
Florence Bartlett Stnith of Bringham-j ~
i
1
pton, N. Y., are here for their first, rived this week for their second sum- ment ever given in Rangeley
and
trip.
j nxer at the Rangeley Lake House.
too much credit cannot be given the
Dr. Eleanore
M. Arthur awell
Mr. and Mrs. Nelson Taylor, and
,,
,
.
known osteopath
of New Yorkcity, Mrs. F. D. L. Stone of Buffalo, N. |mana? ement and those who have
who is in townfor the summer
Y. are among the new comers who worked very hard
to accomplish
spends most of
her time at this are much pleased with the Rangeleys. this,
hotel.
Mr. and Mrs. Wm. Kirkpatrick and
Mr. and Mrs. H.Vw. Ramage, E. children, Miss Eleanor A., David T.,
BASEBALL, TENNIS, GOLF.
R. Shepard, Mrs. Shepard, Mr. and Jean, and Wm. Jr., of Montclair, N.
Mrs. G. W. Standberg of providreturned last Saturday for anothence, /R. I. are another party auto- er season.
mobiling through
the mountains.
Hon. and Mrs. James P. Baxter,
The Rangeley town team captained
who spent pawn df the week at this
|by George Dill were slaughtered by the
hotel.
from Portland by automobile and
R. L. H. at the latter’s grounds. 21 to
It is almost a daily ©vent to hav© spent the Sabbath here.
parties of from ten \ to forty who
Mr. and Mrs. Henry P. Gardiner, nothing was the final socre, the visitors
ar© visiting the different places in Mrs. H. M. Francis and Miss C. L. securing but four hits off Penfold our
the Rangeleys com© ip for dinner, as Phage of New York,
who motored Newport sider. Verrill was high man
the steamboats that come up
the from the White Mountains register with the willow.
lakes give a fine opportunity.
for ed here for the week-end.
Gelson Turner Shields the first basethose who wish to make the trip up
Mrs. Edward Tomlinson and sister,
the lake and have several hours here I Miss Delande, of Portland, who have man of the R. L. H. team and one of
in town.
been spending the past month have the mainstays in golf and tennis was
Nelson T. Shields, Jr., of New York left Monday to pass the August days cordially welcomed last week
who played on the Rangeley Lake at the seashore.
The Dixfield team was easily defeated
House ball team has come back for J Mrs. Geo. W. Fuller of New York
7 to 1 on Thursday la3t. The features
another season, and will again play is here for a stay of several days
Mr. and Mrs. Geo. T. Sauer, Misses of the game were the batting of Goodwith the nine.
F. C. Dudley, Mrs. Frank C. Dud D. and E. Sauer and Geo. T. Jr., of speed and Verrill and the twirling of
ley of Portland, and friends, Mr. Union Hill, N. J., also Mr. and Mrs. McClellan.
of
and Mrs. Wm. Kirk of Rochester, N. Samuel H. Andrews and party
Y., coming by auto were here
for Brooklyn, N. Y., who are motoring
The weekly golf ball sweepstakes
through New England in their tour
several days this week.
Miss Catherine C. Wentz and Miss ing cars made a two days' stay ! was played by a good number and the
Elizabeth J. Harkness, two Phila here this week.
best scores were made by the following
Mrs. Geo. B. Dunning and daugh players. S. King of Orange, N. J.
delphia ladies, have
taken rooms
ter, Miss N. G. Dunning of New
here for several weeks
Mrs. Frank B. MoGay of New York i York arrived today to remain until was the winner, his score 86-12-74,
E. Rich of New York made a score
has returned to spend sometime with September.
Kenneth Wood was away part
of 84-7-77.
her sister, Mrs. Chas. F. Pope, and
the two ladies add
much to the the week and that accounts for no
(Continued on page five)
pleasure of their friends who are de tennis tournaments, the past week,
lighted to have them return for an although the tennis court is in ex
cellent condition and the young peo
other season.
SUMMIT C A M P S '
Joseph T. Wadsworth of New York ple greatly enjoy the game.
The one thing of interest just now
has joined the merry party of young
LOWELLTOWN, MAINE
people, and his new boat that can is “ The Rangeley Follies” that this
Big, gamy trout. Highest altitude
and, . c . „ __ .
D , ,
...
make 50 miles an hour is on
the evening will draw a full house
continue
to
do
so
until
Friday,
for
n
State. Pure air. Best of everything,
way to Rangeley.
Mrs. T. S .Allis and daughter, Mass it is not only the leading social\Deer guaranteed or license free. Board
Mary E. Allis, of New Yorkf,
ar- event of 1912 but the best entertain- and boats $3.50. H. Hughey.

^

BALL’S CAMPS

LAKEWOOD eAMPS

JOE W H IT E RUNS BLAKESLEE LAKE GAMPS
In the
Dead River Region, where you can catch trout every day in
the season. That’ the point and that's the fact. W r ite , to
JOE W H IT E , Eustis, Me., For Booklet and Particulars.

r

W E E K END
E X C U R S IO N S
Take your family and make a trip to any of the
pleasant places along the line of
THE SANDY RIVER AND RANGELEY LAKES RAILROAD
You car* buy round trip tickets between any two points on the
road at one fare the round trip. Good going on any regular train
Saturday or Sunday, returning the following Monday, any week
this season until Saturday, September 28th.

F. N. BEHL, G. P. ft.,

Phillips, Maine.

FORMERLY KNOWN A S ANGLERS’ RETREAT
^Has a greater variety ofj’fishing grounds than any one place in the Rangeley Lakes. Fifteen miles o
Lake trolling and Five miles of Stream Fly Fishing and several Ponds well stocked with Trout and Salmon.
Table first-class. 3JA No. 1 beds. Camps have from one to seven rooms and open brick fireplace and pure
running SPRING JWATER j n each camp. For rates and booklet address

Gapt. E. F. Goburn,
M iddledam ,

Rangeley Lakes,

M aine

MAINE WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE,

s?~ a

Reload
Your.

Shells
It’s Easy to Reload!

If you haven’t time to cast bullets, we
furnish hand made bullets for any cal
iber at low prices. You then merely de
cap and re-cap shell, insert powder and
crimp shell on to bullet.
Does it pay? You can reload 100
.32-40 smokeless short range cartridges
(buying the bullets) in half an hour at
a total expense of 77c.; casting bullets
yourself, 38c.; the new factory cart
ridges cost you $2.52 per 100.
FREE—The Ideal Hand Book tells
all about the tools and methods for re
loading all standard rifle, pistol and shot
gun ammunition; 160 pages of practical
information for shooters. Mailed free
to any shooter interested enough to
send three stamps postage to
7 7 ie 7 ffa r / / fi / i r e a r s n s C o,
33 Willow Street,
New Haven, Coon.

WALKING POPULAR
AT PICKFORD’S
(Special to Maine Woods).
Pickford’s Camps, July 27.—There
are about 60 guests at Pickford’s
at the present time and everybody is
intent on having a pleasant summer.
Cross country walks and drives have
been active pastimes. Each week is
marked by numerous card parties
and dances, while tennis and bathing
are enjoyed by many.
Mr. Pickford will give dances each
week during the month of August,
in the new casino, the Rangeley
orchestra furnishing music.
The fishing has been very good
during the month of July.
Mr. James Brown, Brookline, Mass
July 3, 3-lb and S^-lb salmon; July
5, 4V2 and 6 ^ -lb salmon; July 7,
3-lb salmon; July 9, 3^ and 5^-lb
salmon; July 18, 4, 3 and 3-lb sal
mon. Mr. A. C. Nixon, Boston,
Mass., July 12, 8'lb salmon. Mr.
J
R. Dickinson, Providence, R.
I.,
July 20, 3-lb salmon; July 21, 3 and
4%-lb salmon; July 22, 3%-lb sal
mon. Mr. E. T. Steadman, Hoboken,
N. J. July 25, 4%-lb trout.

SPORTING NOTES
Nathaniel Toothaker has a pet crow
and also a pet rabbit. Some days ago
the crow flew away and all thought
that it had left for parts unknown.
But in an attempt to attract it to its
accustomed haunts the rabbit was
placed, in its hutch, in a field. Soon
the crow appeared and cawed loudly,
indicating that it wished to rejoin its
rabbit friend. When the door of the
hutch was opened the crow and the
rabbit showed every sign of affection,
nestling together in the most “ loving”
manner imaginable.
IT PAYS TO A DVERTISE IN MAIN
WOODS. W R IT E FOR LOW A D 
V E R TIS IN G RATES.

Bread and jam /
and bread and sugar
are o ld -fa s h io n e d
delicacies that chil
dren love. It makes
them fat and keeps
t hem wel l and
hearty.

W illiam Tell
Flour

MCKENZIE TRADING
Phillips, Me.

Francis I. Maule Recalls the Happy
Days of the 80’ s and Deplores
New Rangeley.

bago, four trout which weighed 13lbs, 2-oz. But alas! the devastating
march of a civilization that is here
expressed by a ruthless destruction,
joined to the elimination of every,
element of the backwoods simplieity of those earlier days, has trans-1
formed the “ Rangeleys” of an ard Peteress, Pet Deer, Has Her Baby
ent earlier love, into a fashionable
in Hiding in the Wocds
summer resort.
The charming homelike simplicity
cn the Island.
of the little Inn on the one village
thoroughfare, has been replaced by
the huge and “ down-to-date” Range-;
(Special to Maine Woods-).
ley Lake House, and the good fellow- | Pleasant Island, July 25.—“ There
ship of that comparatively small com-j is one morning caller, peteress,” said
pany of real wilderness lovers has Mrs. W. and I looked out of
the

rLtAbAW1 INLAND

HAS JOLLY CROWD

water. Mrs. Washburn already has
to her credit a 3-lb trout and a 4-lb
salmon, but her husband can only
tell, as yet, small fish stories
as
to size, but many in number.
Mrs.
Washburn
has a fine canoe and
handles the paddle skillfully, taking
up the Cupsuptic where they often
see deer feeding on the shore.
Mis- Edith Evans of Boston join
ed them on Monday for a month’s
stay.
Mr. and Mrs. Louis Hannock
of
Newark, N. J. regretfully said good
by this week after a stay of sev
eral weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. Norman S. Dilling
ham of Brookline, Mass., who cam©
on their wedding trip in June are
so much pleased with Pleasant Is
land they have
remained.
Geo.
Tanjoy is their guide, and they have
taken trips to Cupsuptic, Kennebago
and other places.
Mr. and Mrs. H. B. Powell, and
children and maid of Philadelphia
are for another summer in Sunset
camp and “glad to be back
one©
more at Pleasant Island.”
Mr. and Mrs. John Bradford of
Portland have taken the winter camp
on the main land for a few weeks.
Dr. H. H. Hazen is in Washington,.
D. C. on a business trip.
Every pleasant day parties going
up Cupsuptic call here, often stop
ping for dinner.
The August travel promises
to
bring many new comers to the
Is
land.

As one of the most delightful re
miniscences, freighted deep with re
collections of what certainly was the
fairest of forest play-grounds
for,
“ grown-ups,” I love to recall
thej
Rangeley Lake region of the ‘80’Sj
when I first visited it.
.
W f .
The journey in, was of itself aj
:
succession of delights, when a hand-j
ful of enthusiastic sportsmen
and
their wives, in the twilight of
a
summer day drove up to the little
white house nestling under those
well known willows,
where
that
prince of Landlords
good Master
Page reigned supreme, and where
his famous Washington chef never
failed to astonish the newcomer with
his gastronomic triumps. And then,
after the fatigues of the
rail
road journey had been eraapd by a
good night’s rest, the sta le” laden
with rod and reels and with the
devotees of good Father Walton,;
started betimes and after a charming
drive through the sparsely settled
country, from the summit of
Beech LATEST PHOTOGRAPH OF YORK CAMPS,
LOON LAKE,
MAINE.
Hill we filled our lungs with the balsam freighted air, and our eyes with 1been replaced by fashionable throngs |window as I heard the tinkle, tinkle
far off glimpses of the lakes
and that the railroad steadily pours into Jof the bell to see Mrs. Deer coming
Pierce Pond Camps, July 16
mountains of the “ promised land.”
the one time remote little backwoods ! across the bridge to get her breakJ. W. Brackett Co.,
fast.
Anon we clatter down the long j village.
Phillips, Me.
stony hill and halt
in front of
Among that great and ever growing
The other morning the chef looked
I
enclose
check to pay for advertising*
“ Marbles,” the old original Rangeley company there must still linger some up to see the deer coming in
at
I will say I am very well satisfied and
Lake House, alas, with its delight- who can and do look back
with the kitchen door,
and
remarked,
ful, simple and
hearty hospitality, fond regret to the good old days that “ Peteress is not a fussy boarder. would advise all camp owners to adver
tise in the Maine Woods.
She don’t care if she eats in the
Yours truly,
back hall, or the dining room.''
C. A. Spaulding.
No one on the island attracts so
i much attention or receives as many
compliments, and even if the peas
in the garden and the flowers in the j
boxes by the camp are all nibbled;
for her lunch
everybody
likes:
Peteress, and hopes she will decide to
G. W . PICKEL,
bring little Dot, the baby deer from
T A X ID E R M IS T
! the woods where she has her
in
Dealer in Sporting Goods, Fishing
! hiding.
Tackle, Indian Moccasins, Basket®
It is now quite the thing
for
and Souvenirs.
parties to come up to the island for
Rangeley,
MsAuik.
dinner as the boat now makes
aj
j trip each morning down to Haines;
Landing to meet the Rangeley and |
NASH OF MAINE.
j Capt. Barker’s boat at 10 o’clock. j Licensed Taxidermist, Norway, Ma.
Camp Ideal is now taken by anoth-! Maine’s Leading Fish Taxidermist.
er bridal party, Mr. and Mrs. Dean'
Hackett Edmonds of
New York, j
Pete Lufkin is the guide who
is i EDMOND J. BOUCHER.
teaching them the art of angling for j Licensed Scientific, Taxidermist.
Rangeley trout and
salmon.
Thisj (Tanner) Will give you Standard and
is the first time Mr. and Mrs. Ed* j Moth proof work in all branches of
monds have been in the wilderness Taxidermy and Tanning. Price il»£
CAMPS OF THE TYPE SHOWN HERE ARE COMMON IN THE DEAD and they are much pleased with; with useful instructions FREE.
RIVER REGION.
camp life. One night they spent at i N. E. Tel. 572-52.
------------------------ -------- ---- ----------------------------------- --------- --------------------- Tumble Inn on Cupsuptic
stream,! 186 Main St.,
Auburn, M a
now faded into a sincerely mourned have forever fled from the Range- and the trails through
the
forest 1
and never to be
renewed, recollec- ley Lakes, and who can in such they enjoy tramping, as well as fish- '
tion.
And then, too,
our village ’ fond regrets heartilysympathize with ing on the lake.
T. A. JAMES
friends, the guides and thetirfamilies, i such an“ Old-Timer”
as FrancisI.
Thomas O. Rogers and H.
L. |Will continue to do business in Winrenewing the pleasures of the previ-; Maule.
! Collyer of Boston arrived Wednesday throp and make a specialty of M u*r
ous summer, seemed to make of us
__________________________________ ___ __________________________ _— _ _ i
um work and mounting and paintings
members of one common family. And
_______
|
of fish in oil and water color.
then the glorious country itself, be- j
for the devastating axe had laid I
Winthrop,
Maine.
its ruthless edge on so many , o f ;
its fairest and wildest haunts, be-j
"M O NM O UTH MOCCASINS."
fore the utterly senseless gashing:
of the fair Kennebago valley
with |
They are made for
the “ right of way” for a never need
Sportsmen,
Guides, Lumbermen.
ed, and never-to-be-railroad. When j
the shores of Little Kennebago, thatj
Known the world over for excel
sylvan mirror, still wore their
unlence.
Illustrated catalogue free.
marred plumes of fir and cedar, and i
M. L. G E TC H E LL CO.,.
of silver shafted birch, and when its,
thickets were threaded thickly with j
Monmouth,
*
Main*.
the winding paths worn by the deer
that so constantly stepped out upon
its pebble strewn beaches, and oh,
RODS AND SNOWSHOES.
the wonderful fishing of those good
I make Rangeley wood and split
old times, when any angler worthy
bamboo rods for fly fishing
and
the name could take 200 trout in a
trolling.
Rods to let.
Snowshoe®
day, in the justly famous and never
equaled Kennebago waters.
to order.
I recall a certain day in July, (of
E. T . HOAR, Rangeley, Me,
GOLF AT THE RANGELEY LAKE HOUSE.
I think ’89), when with my good
friend and skillful guide the
late
SPORTING NOTES.
and have taken Sunrise camp for an
Will Haines, I took to my own rod
extended stay.
between daylight and dark 485 trout,
Lionel Allen and John Lovejoy of
among them many large fish.
For
Mr. and Mrs. Norman C. Walker
Prepares thoroughly for all
Strong were in Bigelow the first of of Orange, N. J., one day this week
several years lit was my custom
to
college and scientific schools.
the
week,
where
they
secured
a
took the sail to the Landing
and
keep records of my catches,
flies
College, Classical
used, etc., but finally gave it up, but good sized string of trout.
from there walked to Rangeley where
and
W
C.
Records
of
Carrabasset
has
a
they took dinner and returned
Sn
an old and favorite fly book shows
English Courses.
new flag that he is flying. It is of good
time
for
the
night
boat.
catches slightly in excess of 20,000 size, in the shape of a pennant, and on
Location ideal for high mountain aiir
fish.
I need not state that all of it are these letters. R E C O R D S .
Mr. and Mrs. M. A. Elliott of RumMr.
Records
s
e
le
c
t
e
d
a
lofty
but
very
those fish were promptly returned to
ford were here this week for
a pure water and quiet environment.
A teacher for every 20 pupils.
the waters from which they were slim spruce for the staff, thus giving short stay.
him a fine combination.
taken.
Mr. and Mrs. C. A. Washburn of W inter term opens Tuesday, January
Spring term opens Wednes
I well remember at the dawning of
_
“
~
.
. |Newtonville, Mass, are greatly en- 2, 1912.
day, April 3, 1912.
a frosty morning in September, tak
this the,r twe,tth summer ln Catalog on request. Write Principal.
ing from the famous little, pad-fring Red Sox and the Athletics having about j Lakeside
camp. With their motor
W . E. SARGENT, L itt. D.
\boat they spend much time on the
ed pool at the head of Little Kenne- an equal number of friends.

TAXIDERMISTS

1804* HEBRON ACADEMY 1911

Bread made from William
Tell Flour is extra fine and
extra nutritious.
Milled from selected Ohio
Red Winter Wheat—by our
own special process—it is
richest in bread-making
qualities.
Goes farthest, too. More
loaves to the barrel. Order
today.
(13)
C. H.

OLD TIMER TELLS
OF BY GONE DAYS

AUG. 1, 1912.

CO.,

Hebron,

-

Maine,
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COSTUME PARTY
AT THE BIRCHES

Slice it
as you use It
T h e o n ly f o r m f o r real t o b a c c o .
A c o o l, s a tis fy in g s m o k e .
S ick le P lu g k e e p s its n a tu ra l fr a g r a n ce ,
o r ig in a l fla v o r a n d m o istu r e better a n d longer
th a n any other form o f s m o k in g t o b a c c o — b e 
c a u s e th ese qu a lities a re first p re s se d in a n d
th e n kept in b y th e l e a f w r a p p e r .

Astor Cup Won and a New
Record Made

Young Folks “ Dress up” and Meet
at the Casino—Other
Notes

W ITH

Stefess

.22
’ Semi-Smokeless
Ammunition

The Birches, July 26.—This is aj
busy spot, and the happy company of
The Iowa City (Iowa) High School Team, winner of the 1912
a hundred .guests on the island are
Inter Scholastic Championship won a still more important victory in
as happy as the birds who give a
the Annual Match for the Astor Cup. Eighteen teams were entered;
morning concert. There is so much:
the Iowa City organization not only won the cup, but established a
to do and so many places to go that
new record
Y o u ’re looking for tobacco satisfaction — this is it.
the young people find the days farj
too short.
Sold everyw here
Now is the season when parties
This is 8 points above the best previous Inter-Scholastic score
daily go for picnics, a tramp in the
972 made by the Iowa City Team, and 7 points higher than the best
woods, a mountain climb or for &
score in the 1912 Inter-Collegiate matches.
camping expedition,
while fishing,
The scores made by these boys are unprecedented in the history
boating and canoeing ar© always in;
of rifle shotting, and demonstrate what can be done by a combination
order.
of marksmanship, good coaching and PERFECT AMMUNITION.
The tennis court attracts lovers j
of the game.
Coming for their first visit Mr.
NEW YOttK: 08 Chambers St.. T. H. Keller, Manager
Try It
and Mrs. H. F. Gillespie and sons,
today
Harold and Herbert, of Round Brook,
N. J. are pleasantly located in Camp j
ou n ces
Clover for an extended stay.
Miss Hannah Fox and Miss Helen j in memory of Miss Susan L. John gratifying in
Washington county.
L. Parrish of Philadelphia wrer© here son of Rosemont, Penn., who died “ Much more interest is being shown
j for the past week.
here on the island two years ago, than ever before in connection with
Miss Boyd of Boston gave a sale and is most lovingly remembered as
needle work last she was known and loved by all, the regulation of fishing upon land
SPORTSMEN'S SHOW the Remington Arms Co., Winchest of Foss Bros.
n a t io n a l
Wednesday
which
gave the ladies a Her brother, Keating Johnson, is waters,” said Chairman Wilson, in
er
Repeating
Arms
Co.,
Peters
Cart
TO BE HELD AT KANSAS
an interview.
ridge Co., U. S. Cartridge Co., E. I. good chance to buy from her exten here for the summer.
C IT Y SEPT. 23 TO 29.
Du Pont De Nemours Co., Ameri sive stock, and keep them employed
can Powder Mills, J. Stevens Arms making their Christmas gifts.
Kansas City has been selected as Co., Marlin Fire Arms Co., Hunter
H. G. Beede of Pawtucket, R. I.
the logical point for the second Arms Co., Colts Pat. Fire Arms Co., coming in his automobile returned
on Sunday accompanied by his niece,
National Sportsmen’s Show to be and others.
Special reservations have been made Miss Margaret M. Fuller, who is
held during 1912, the first having
been held in Madison Square Gar-] for Fishing Tackle, Motor Boat dis- the guest of her aunt, Mrs. H. C.
den, New York City, early in the j
1 ________________ ____________ _____
present year.
The Kansas City show is schedul
ed for Sept. 23 to 29 and the in
dications are that the exhibition will
equal if not surpass any show
of
this kind ever held in the United
States.
The management announce that
no expense will be spared to furnish
special events and features that
will attract sportsmen from all parts
of the country and the thousands of
sightseers who will attend will
be
furnished a class of entertainment
that will both interest and instruct.
Kansas City enjoys the reputa
tion of being one of the best Show
towns in the United States, which
THE MILL DAM AT PHILLIPS, MAINE, ON THE SANDY
RIVER.
is ascribed to its central geograph
ical location, its large floating popu
WANTS EVERY COPY.
lation and the enthusiasm of
its
citizens in supporting any enterprize
Enclosed find my check for $2.00, for
the success of which will redound to
which please renew mv subscription to
the credit of Kansas City.
The
Chairman Wilson of the Commis the Maine Woods, sending to same ad
Show will be held in Convention
dress as before.
hall, the same immense Auditorium FRED N. BEAL, G. P. A. OF THE S. R. & R. L. R. R. CARVING HIS sioners of Inland Fisheries and Game
I look forward to receiving your pa
has just returned from a trip to per every week and would hate to miss
which housed the Democratic Nation- j
NAME ON A TREE AT FLAGSTAFF, ME.
al Convention in 1904.
the eastern part of the state, where a sjngle copy,
he has held a number of important
Wishing you every success, I remain,
Notwithstanding the fact that no plays, and in fact for exhibits of all I Kennedy.
Miss Louise M. Griffith of Port- hearings. Commissioner Wilson says
announcement was mad© of the pur kinds of equipment for Outdoor and
Yours respectfully,
i land has joined her friend, Miss that conditions so far as fish
and
pose to hold the Show in Kansas Indoor Sports.
A. H. Wilbur.
Entries for exhibits are schedul-1 M*ry P. Barker and Miss Abbie F. gam© are concerned are particularly 243 No. Montello St., Brockton, Mass.
City until June,
the
management
assert that nearly fifty percent of ed to close Aug. 25 at which time T arpenter, for a ten da>s sojomn
the area floor space allotted for ex the programme of special events and anc^ ^le ia(^ es are having a delight
|ful tiire S itin g the different places
hibitors was sold wTthin less than features will be made public.
in the region.
thirty days to leading manufactur
All communications or requests for
G. W. Gail, Jr., of Baltimore, Md.,
ers, thirty per cent of this
being information should be addressed to
and friend, H. C. Burgan of the
reserved by Fire Arms, Ammunition Sec’y National
Sportsmen’s Show,
same city on Tuesday joined the
and Powder manufacturers
alone, 514 E. 15th Street,
Kansas
City,
It has no equal, and chemists
(Jail party,
among whom might be mentioned Missouri.
Mrs. H. C. Kennedy gave a delight- have been unable to determine
ful bridge party at Camp Mayflower what its beneficial properties
are—that is Nature’ s secret.
on Monday evening.
Sandy River & Rangeley Lakes Railroad.
Dr. H. M. Chandler is in Lewiston
Its sales reach to nearly
Time-Table In E f f e c t June 2 4 , 1 9 1 2 .
for the week-end.
every part of the world.
Somner Cushman formerly
of
P.M. P.M. A.M. A.M. A.M.
P.M. A M
A.M. A.M. P.M.
Poland W ater never
t8 00
IvNew York. (Gr. Cen. Sta.) ar
§7 40
Andover now of Detroit, Mich., who
A.M
t9 00
spent last week here has quite a c h a n g e s ,
n o oo
lv Boston, (via Portsmouth) ar 8 15
9 05 5 15
»
A.M.
fish story to tell his Western friends.
3 00 8 55
ar 3 30
lv
Boston, (via Dover)
9 00
P.M.
A M.
P.M
With Geo. Newhail of Philadelphia] gen d fop „ , u5trated
, 1 25 8 40 1 (0
lv
ar 11 30
Portland
6 30 12 15
he went fishing, and it is not known
A.M.
B ook let
■*4 35 11 50 4 05
ar
lv 8 15
2 15 9 20
who was the most surprised, the
t il 00 lv
5 20 11 55 4 15
ar 8 05
Farmington
2 03 9 10 9 35
P.M.
fish
or
the
fisherman,
for
after
a
ar
5 <19 12 25 4 45
Strong
lv 7 35
1 32 8 37 8 45
good hour’s sport a 4^4-lb
gamy
lv
4 50 f9 30
5 52
Strong
ar
1 22 8 25 8 25
salmon was in the net, and display
lv
5 18 10 C5
6 18
ar
12 57 7 59 7. 40
Salem
ed with much pride on their return
ar
6 38
5 37 10 45
Kingfield
12 37 7 37 7 CO
lv,
P.M.
to
the island, and a party of friends
lv
5 40 12 00
7 32
ar
3
05
11 47 7 27
ar
6 08 12 35
8 00
lv
2 25 were invited to a delicious salmon
Carrabasset
11 20 7 10
Offices at
ar
8 23
6 30
1 05
Bigelow
iv
10 57 6 37
2 00
supper.
ij
153 Franklin St.,
1180 Broadway,
1711 Chestnut St.,
New York, N. Y.
Boston. Mass.
Philadelphia, Pa.
Harry Farrington of Yonkers, N.
P.M. P.M.
P.M.
A M.
5 49 12 25 4 45
Strong
1 40 lv
ar 7 35
1 32 8 37
Y.,
who
with
his
family
are
here
6 06 12 45 5 05
2 15 ar
1 10 8 22 t? 39 see note
lv 7 15
see note
Phillips
for the summer has recently pur
6 Oil 12 45 5 08
7 49
ar 7 10
lv
1 05 8 20
3 00
Redington
€6 68 f l 43 f6 00 f9 15
f l l 40 chased a handsome motor boat, and
f6 18 f 12 13 £7 32
P.M.
the party spend much time
taking17 f2 02 f6 20
Dallas ■
f5 54 f l l 49 f7 09
M A P L E W O O D F A R M , at South Strong, 232 acres, up-to-date
f7 19 f2 05 f6 24
Dead River
f5 52 f l l 47 f7 07
trips
over
the
lake.
£7 33 2 18 6 38 10 15
Rangeley
5 45 11 40 7 00
tlO 45
Buildings,
3 Oichards, 350 apple trees, 15 Pear trees, large Garden, Maple
The young people had a merry
lv |5 40 t il 35 *6 55
77 86 2 20 6 40
ar
Marble’ s
A.M. P.M. P.M. A.M. P.M.
A.M. A.M. P.M. A.M. A.M.
evening at the casino Friday, when Sugar Orchard— 3000 Trees and Evaporator; 2 Cows, 2 Heifers, Driving
I tIley save a fancy dress party danc- Horse, Pig, Hens, etc., Gasoline Engine and Saws, all Farm Machinery
* Daily.
a late hour,
t Daily except Sunday. § Daily except Monday.
ing until a
hour. Some of the thoroughly equipped as a farm. House large, hot air heat; running water to
Note Trains N 03 . 7 and 12 subject to cancellation on any Jay without prev ious notice.
and
costumes were very amusing
house, stable and barn; 30 Acres Intervale, High and Dry— Beautiful Views
New York time given, is via Springfield.
original, while others
were very;
f Flag station.
Just the place for a Summer Home, or for keeping Summer Boarders
pretty.
Sleeping car on train leaving Boston at 10 00 P. M.
Will
be
sold as a whole, or without Tools, Intervale, stock, etc.
“
“
*
*
**
“
Quite a party of the guests at-j
Parlor
" 8 55 A. M.
«•
t
“ ««
Marble’s at 11 35 A. M.
tended
church
at
Qquossoc
on
Send
for prices, description, terms, list of tools, machinery, etc.
it
*
Sleeping •* “
Farmington at 9 20 P. M.
Sunday and expressed themselves as
Address the owner, O . M . M O O R E , Farmington, M e.
m o r r is McDo n a l d .
F. N. B E A L
greatly pleased with the beautiful
Route 4.
President & General Manager
General Passenger Agent new memorial window recently given

980 out of a possible 1000

THE PETERS CARTRIDGE COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO

3

10c

SPORTING NOTES

Poland Water Leads Ail

HIRAM RICKER & SONS
South Poland, Maine

SPLENDID FARM FOR SALE
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MAINE WOODS
IS S U E D W E E K L Y .

J. W. Brackett Go.
Phillips, M a in e

“FOLLIES” MADE BIG HIT

L. B. BRACKETT,
Business Manager
ROY ATKINSON,
Editor and Assistant Manager
O U T IN G E D IT IO N .
B pages...................................... $1-00 per year
L O C A L E D IT IO N .

12 and 16 pages................... $1.50 per y e ar
C an adian, M ex ica n , Culban an d P a n a 
m a su b scrip tio n s, 50 ce n ts e x tra . F o r 
eign su bscrip tion *, 7* c e n t* e x tra .

MUCH MUSIC AT
OPERETTA
STEWART BAIRD’S
_
_
_
HAI NES LANDING
—
APPLAUDED TO THE ECHO

I A Number of Instrumentalists Have

Livened Matters Up at This
j * Luther Wood
as Father Time,
j
Miss
Anna
Schaefer
as
the
girl
of
Entered as second class matter. January 21,
Popular Resort.
1909, at the postoffice at Phillips, Maine, under
George Washington’s time,
Miss
the A ct of March 3, 1879,
Elsia Schaefer in hoop skirt as in
the period of Lincoln, Miss Rachel
Marble in Grant’s time, and
Miss
(Special to Maine Woods.)
T h e M aine W o o d s th o ro u g h ly co v e rs'
the entire sta te o f M ain e as to H u n t
Cunningham as the modern turkey
beautiful'
Haines
Landing, Me., July 31, 1912.
ing, F ish in g, T ra p p in g , C am pin g
and
trot girl all were
truly
------------ O u tin g n ew s a n d th e
w h o le F ra n k lin
pictures,
and
their
costuming
re
1
Rome
again and so glad to be
c o u n ty lo ca lly .
i fleeted great credit on Mrs. Baird,: bere’ 13 Ihe
repeated seniiment o f
M aine W o o d s so lic its co m m u n ica tio n s
the rlpRie-ner
i the many returning guests which each
and fish an d g a m e p h o to g ra p h s fr o m its
readers.
; 1<rr,
, ,'
,
.
day brings. With the weather delightW hen o r d e r in g th e
a d d re ss o f your
Hie best ol the wine c_0“ ^s a^; tully ’cool—small wonder that the social
p a p er ch a n g e d , p lease g iv e th e old as
the last of the feast, and St®wart atmosphere which at present centres
w ell as n ew a d d ress.
! Baird * impersonations
of
Clifton around the fireplace is a congenial one
Crawford, Marie Cahill, Yvette Guyl- _ in whlch old friendships are renewed
T h e E ditions
of
th e M aine Woods
j bert accompanied
by Miss Green |an(j new ones formed,
th is w eek are 6,600 copies.
__
were treats in themselves
and
On Sunday a party of three, consist
Iwonderful indeed.
ing of Mrs. L, S. Plant and daughters,
Thursday, August 1, 1912.
Mr. Allen’s recitation on Anna all of New York, were entertained here
1Held at Belgrade brought fourth a by Mr. and Mrs. G. Plant of Newark,
howl. Raymond Adams’ voice showe N. J., who have taken a camp here for
to great advantage in a waltz song, several weeks. N
One of the Circle camps have been
1and Miss Osterholt was a lovely
j picture as she sang “ I Want a Regu occupied for several days by Mr. and
lar Man.” At this point Mr. Baird as Mrs. F. H. Wheeler and Douglas
! Tony Hoffmann dashed through the Wheeler of Indianapolis, Ind., together
j andience and onto the stage
and with their friends, Mr. and Mrs. W. J.
|clasped her in his arms and the Connell of Boston, the latter party hav
Flag Raising at One Lodge a Social Front row, left to right: W. C. Allen,
Raymond Adams, Luther Wood, lovers were reunited as in all per- ing preyiously spent several weeks
here during the early spring fishing.
Stewart Baird, Marie Osterholt, Ad die Wood, Marie Chatillon, Stanford , fe®t respectable comic operas.
B. G. Mclntire of Waterford, W. JFeature of the Week.
Briggs.
Second row: Marguerite Sc haeter, Estelle Mulqueen,
Eleanor ^
£ e Thompson of South China and E M.
Dale, Anna Schaefer, N. L. Tunis,
Fonda Cunningham, Elsa Schaefer, COmpany and the Rangeley
Lake Johnston of Brownville, all three mem
Mrs. W. C. Allen, Rachel Marble. Third row: S. H. Cragar, Jr., CarHouse rings today over the Tales of bers of the board of assessors, spent a
Bald Mountain Camps, July 30.
few days at this place.
There has been just the usual quiet, roll Marble, Morton Goodspeed, Alton Wood, Gilroy Mulqueen. Fourth Hoffmann of 1912.
On Monday Mrs. Henry S. Dale o f
Following
is
the
program
of
the
happy time every body contented and row: Angela Goddard, F. Udell, Florence Chace.
Nutly, N. J., who is here in camp for
Rangeley
Midsummer
Follies,
the
the remainder of the season, was joined
crowding the days with life out doors,
any college. Miss Chatillon was the Tales of Hoffmann 1912, a musical by a friend from Newton Centre,
(Special to Maine W oods).
bathing, boatiug fishing, tramping and
j _ Princess, the most graceful in the story in three tales:
Mass , Mrs. Sadie Long, who intends
Lake
Aug. ‘ , beautiful Spanish dance executed by
mountain climbing.
r> Rangeley
•
. ,, House,
_____
spending a few weeks here.
T A L E I.
Brilliant
beyond
the
successes
oi
hergelf
and
Mr
Baird
in
the
second
‘ ‘When night comes we wonder what past years was the musical melange,,
At Mrs. pelmont’s Camp, Rangeley) John P. Keenan of Providence, R.
.
,
.
black
11., and friend, Thomas H. Noonan-, also
Lake.
we have done to crowd the day and yet the Rangeley Midsummer
Follies,.) and gold.
y
from Providence, are here for some
T A L E II.
done nothing,” remarked a lady who is The Tales of Hoffmann 1912, presentMr. Allen, Mr. Briggs, Luther
In the Garden of Princess Casten- time to come.
ed in the casino last night by pro , w
, Mr Tlini<5 rarripd all
here for the summer.
the etta’s Palace, Castille, Spain, (Two
A well known figure at the Landing,
d’ ^ ^ ^ g "
d
There never were two happier lads fessional and amateur talent, headed!
M is s years later).
namely. J. H. Mink of New York, has
by
Stewart
Baird
of
Little
Boy
B!ue
a*picture
both
than Billie and Charlie Sias of Newton, fame and Mane Chatillon.
returned, this making his third season
T A L E III.
1
0n the Stage of Mrs. Pelmont’s here,
Mass, who are here with their mother
To Mr. Baird and
his
com in her Quaker costume and Spanish
Mr. and Mrs. Charles E. Abbott of
in Sunset Camp for a three months’ pany
came volleys of applause, scene and her voice was delightful. Music Room, 5th Ave., New York. New
York
also here
the audience in the packed casino Addie Wood was hard on the men, j (Three months later).
sojourn.
test if v in
nnreci ati o i T Uo f 'w h a t' but they love&.her'as any soubrette P “ T h e 'p e o p le " in 'th e S to r y .
third season a r e comfortably located
and how coulrf they help it.
(M e n t io n e d
in th e o r d e r o f t h e i r m Camp No 9.
Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Williams and testifying its appreciation ot ^
goes down an history as the most
Raymond Adams
displayed fine appearance )
j One of tne first Circle camps near
daughter of Rahway, N. J. returned clever woods operetta ever produced
feminine charms in his black satin
Mrs. Berry Belmont, Mrs. W. C. |tA
he ho/ ^ ’ J s ta^eJl f°r the month o f
home the first of the week after a de in Maine.
gown that was the envy of many Allen. A social climber and an ard*!
^V_‘ _aild ^ 13,
of
Tonight and tomorrow night the ladies
lightful sojourn of two weeks.
Mr.
in
front.
It
is
reported
he
ent suffracette
IBronkline- Mass*
Williams had great luck fishing catch company wall repeat the production, will soon open a Beauty parlor.
^ Rahrah Pelmont, Kenneth Wood, j
ma7 fri*nds °.f M.r*
^ rs- CThe college boys
and
chorus
ing many small ones and a 5 1-2 pound which in its different parts, was a
i S ' J to
r w
n & they intend
fR * I " occuare
clever take off on various
p e o p l e , ^ were a„ beautifully costumed Her son,’ a freshnran at Flunk Col- pleased
know
that
salmon, that was painted by C. B. and places. Fun ran riot and
presented a scene of much ani
Princess
Hotatomalio Castenettaj
Nest f° r the glance o f
Ashenden of Dallas, Tex. who has him catchy music of the libretto
was and
mation both
in their dancing and
Marie ChatlHon. A Castilian blue-; Miss Gladys H. B ateso( South Frame
self caught a 4 lb. and a 4 1-4 lb. being whistled in snatches long after! singing.
salmon and several weighing two the last curtain had fallen
Stewart Baird as Tony Hoffmann,
Gwendolyn Gotroa Elsa Schaefer j
s ^ h T d fy T e r e
The “ Tales” were three in number,
carried. . the, burden of the
pounds each.
the first being
placed at Mrs., of course,
,
I,ake
performance
on
his
shoulders
and
Mr. and Mrs. Leon W. Goldrich of Pelmont’s Camp,
iy
u
M
o
n
e
y
ju
e
,
s
l
e
w
;
deliBhted
»
“
with
ber Eplendid tal‘
Rangeley
t0 his many
songs
were applauded Francis Boodle, Fonda Cunningham. A'. M. Meeker of Newark, N. J.'
Brooklyn, N. Y. who were here last From here the scene changed
spent Sunday here.
M**” - I” “ f j " *
i S Neiv \ork heiresses.
year for their first trip were so much the gardens of Princess Castenetta's aS»in
Palace in Spain and thence to
th e :one
hear na p 1 th„
......
Tommie Tightwad, Beech Barrett;
Mr. and Mrs. W. B. Laine of New
pleased with the place they have re stage
of Mrs. Pelmonfs music room, mor« hewrtlflUly sung then that Freddie Freezeup, S. H. Cregar, Jr.; j York end son, Henry P. Cook, also from
turned and taken Camp Ellis until 5th Avenue, New York
The last reudered by Mr- Baird in the second Charlie Coughup, J. C. Marble; Wil- New York, have returned for theiY
lie Wontspend, Morton Goodspeed; third season.
September.
be three act
scene was supposed to
Too much cannot be said of the Bobbie Bankrupt, Alton Wood; Ed-j One of the new camps, located on
Mr. and Mrs. O, Schlockow and months after the second.
elaborate and gorgeous costumes, the die Empty pocket, Gilroy Mulqueen. |ledges to right of hotel, is occupied by<
The casino
itself presented
“ i liehtine effects
and novel scenes
daughter, Ruth of same city accompM». and Mrs. Alexander Brown of
Vto best
,1 V
, I f 7at Flunk College Boys.
ied them and will remain until autumn brilliant
i •
u appearance,
, . ., ’ the auditorium |pebaps one ofV +
the
being
Professor Ezra Goodbook, a reform- Newburyport, Mass. They intend to.
fifln|
p
^
C
atf
S
l
V
/
i
6
S
^
el
dan.
C
;
I
the
conclusion
of
the
second
act
days.
the figures of pie rott.es lo e
m b
the company
passed through er, W. C. Allen. Professor of Egypt- stay a few weeks.
Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Ellis of Quincy, black and white, while above their
F. II. Briggs and son, Stanford L.
center aisle,
bearing flowered tology at Flunk College.
Lord Percival puffbrain, Stanford Briggs, both occupants of Camp Frye*
Mass. Jare guests of their brother heads, seemingly on the top of the
under which Mr. Baird and
wall, were cats, dogs and animals of
osterholt passed singing, “ The Briggs. A near sighted nobleman spent Friday here.
Landlord Ellis.
with stuttering feet.
On Wednesday evening the members
different kinds, even to rabbits, per Long Lane That Has No Turning.”
Dr. Albert E. Cook of Brooklyn, N. forming the much discussed bunny
Tony Hoffmann, Stewart Baird. A of the Crescent orchestra were again
The last act which was composed graduate of Flunk College and heir to the guests of Landlord Burns and re
Y. today brought in a 5 pound salmon —cuddle dance.
Tile drawings, which were artist-! of specialties was a constant sur the Hoffmann millions.
peated the performance of the previous
that gave him goed sport.
prise.
Priscilla Prue,
Marie Osterholt, week by giving an extremely interest
John H. Harnstone of Attleboro, ically done in white and black, cut
ing concert, which was thoroughly en
andi, Mr.
, „Adams .and Mr. Baird in their Ladies’ maid to Mrs. Pelmont.
Mass, is very proud of his first big fish out in releif, were diagonal
Miss buides<lu®
of stage eccentricities
George Cohan Bluff, Luther Wood. joyed by all.
drawn by Stewart Baird and
brought down the house.
a 5 lb. trout.
And now for our enthusiastic fisher
A carelessly conscious, comic com
Addie Wood.
Miss Mulqueen’s doll song and edian.
men. First and foremost comes J. P.
Dr. and Mrs. E. L. Wells of New
The front of the stage, decorated
Tootsie Bluff, Addie Wood.
His Polk of Washington, D. C., whom 1
York and party who have for a month with cedar and spruce, represented!
Post6 CardMfflrl mine ^ 'b ^ M r
feel certain would rather fish than eat
sister,
a
saucy,
sentimental,
sagaci
been in camp return home tomorrow.
and not without result.
On his first
ous soubrette.
Much sympathy is expressed for Mrs. scent moon showing above the trees. ful poses against a life sized post
Flossie Wriggle, Estelle Mulqueen; trip out he landed a 6 1-2-lb salmon with,
Since
Ellis who was called to Phillips Monday This made a wonderful frame for card.
Gertie Wriggle,
Marguerite Schaef Billy Cleveland guiding him.
The baboon dance, Kenneth Wood er; Susie Wriggle, Eleanor Dale; then he has caught quite a number av
on account of the death of her sister, the stage opening, which was hung
Mrs. Polk has
with folds of green baize curtains. and the phony ballet was immense. Tessie Wriggle, Mary King. Chorus eraging about 4 ibs.
Mrs. W. S. Badger.
been equally successful, having caught,
Next came the “ Dance of Time,” girls.
Truly
a
beautiful
picture
as
the
Several parties are coming thii week
Mr. Charles Frohman Bluff, N. L. several 3-pounders.
audience filled the casino, ushered an original conception of the proC. J. Schlaechter of New York, an
and with the more than twenty regular to seats by the Misses Synnott and g1*®33 °f tbe dc nce
Tunis. A theatrical
manager and
other persistent fisherman records a
maker
of
stars.
guests now being entertained, the Jeandron in pierrot costumes to
~
Madame Cutey
Tetrazzini Bluff, 5 14 lb. salmon, and there seems to be
match those of the figures on the
camps will then be well filled.
of fish to be had these days,
Raymond
Adams.
A
pursuing, pug quantities
Last Thursday evening Mr. and Mrs. wall.
the list on fish record being much too
Hildebrandt
Baits
nacious, pulchritudinous prima-donna. long too mention To add interest to
Ths audience seated, the lights
Charles N. Fitts of Newton, Mass., at
Jose, Stewart
King; Escamillo, the sport F. B. Burns is offering two
went slowly down and from behind Made in nickel, copper, brass
their new camp which Mr. Ellis built the curtains Mr. Baird sang
Henderson King. Servants to the prizes, one to the lady catching largest
the and gold. For any kind of
for them this spring on the shore of barcarolle from the Tales of Hoff fishing and all kinds of fish.
„
,T.
T ,
T
fish, and the other to the fortunate
Mooselookmeguntic Lake below Hotel mann, with original words which des END FOR CATALOGUE
Kou110^ 0’ S,f.rV 15 ehrL 51° Cwu’, Isaj gentleman who holds the record for the
showing our full line of sports
cribed
what
vas
to
follow
in
pro
f
bes^ caught by the men folks. The con
Barker, entertained a party of guests
men's specialties.
Hippo, Margaret Whitney. The phony test is indeed a friendly and interesting
from the camps and new hotels. It logue.
Ballet.
THE
This concluded, the curtains open
one.
wras the occasion of the naming of camp ed upon the moonlight
O r c h e s tr a fo r T h e F o llie s .
scene
of JOHN J. HILDEBRANDT CO.
Another place of attraction has been,
Miss Ellen Chase, , J-. H. Udell, added to the landing. Miss Kathryn
“ Ochardolin Lodge” and a raising of Mrs. Pelmont’s summer camp
a.t Dept. 28.* Loeancport, Ind1 ~
Miss
Angela.
Goddard,
D.
S.
Briggs.
RangCley
and
the
mtlch
anticipated
Roeschen, with her sister, Miss Mary
the flag amid the cheers of the com
Special accompanist for Mr. Baird, Roeschen, both from Philadelphia, to
pany. Mrs. Fitts received in the big Mid-Summer Follies were on.
Miss
Green.
Accompanist
for
reThis piece was written and
pro
gether with Miss Alice Harris are
and attractive living room where ice duced by Mr. Baird, who coached
hearsa s, Mis.s Anna Schaefer.
occupying a very cozy portable house in
cream and cake were served and may all the singers, dancers, etc.
Mr. Baird and Miss Chatillon wish which they serve afternoon tea daily,
'
;
n
T
h
e
M
a
in
e
W
«
o
d
to
express
their
gratitude
to
all
who
Mr. and Mrs. Fitts and children for
So great was the success of the
Here’s to the success of the jolly trio..
have assisted in the preparation of
many years to come spend their sum entire entertainment, and so original
The Tales of Hoffmann 1912.
and numerous were the musical num
Soortsimen’ b Guide Book
mers at Orchardolin Lodge.
bers, to say nothing of the clever
---------------------------—
Dr. W. I. Blanchard had a thrilling
llr.h Annual Eldition
Friday morning Miss Dorothy Fitts, dialogues, that it would be impossi
experience with a giant eel one day reF
ul
hf
b*r
1
y
I
l
f
eleven years of age caught a pair of ble to mention in detail the numerous
At Camp Anthony on Rangeley lake j cently at Mt. Blue pond. The Doctor
salmon that weighed 3 lbs. and 2 lbs. distinctive hits,
Mr. and Mrs. Maxmilian Foster are , hooked the eel and having had but little
Mrs. Allen as the illiterate but BA^GOF & AROOSTOOK F. F
entertaining Miss Helen McCall of j experience with these snakelike fish
and her younger brother caught a 4
ambitious social
climber
was a
Philadelphia.
; attempted to remove it from (he hook
pounder.
j scream from start to finish, whether
...........
................... ....... ........
j in the ordinary manner.
The result
MuI'fed fryw iep Jnj It initv ip Mar.1pa
in camping costume embroidered in
|was that the eel got a firm grip on the
ad drew, Gao M. Houghton,
Doctor's finger when the Doctor pro
PBBBepger 'Jrsfi c K u t i t i
IT PAYS TO ADVERTISE IN MAIN pond lillies, in Spanish costume or
jewell bedecked court dress.
ceeded to make a few remarks appro
Rftjijror. Jtafne
WOODS. LOW A D V E R T IS 
priate to the occasion. Then he cut
Kenneth
Wood was sut'ficently
ING RATES.
the line.
tough to have been turned out from

BALD MT. CAMPS
FULL OF GUESTS

^■K D M SK a?

M AINE; WOODS, PHILLIPS, MAINE, AUG. 1,

CLASSIFIED

TO L E T .

0QU0SS0C MOTOR BOAT CLUB

TO LET—A pleasant cottage
of
(Special to Maine Woods).
six rooms on shore of long lake near
Rangeley, July 30, 1912.
village, very convenient and com
The Oquossoc Motor Boat club of
fortably furnished. Write for partic Rangeley held its annual meeting Mon
FOR SALE.
ulars
to Mrs. C. A. Spaulding, day, July 29, 1912. The foliowing
officers were elected to serve for ensu
HUNTERS—This
fall, on
that Belgrade Lakes, Maine.
ing year: Commodore, Wm. P. Mason;
hear track you will wish for a do.g.
vice commodore, Alton F. Wood; fleet
TO
LET—Ten
room
house,
all
mod
I have dogs I will warrant to hunt
captain, H. A. Faunce. fleet surgeon,
em
improvements,
furnished
if
de
Dr. B. Franklin Stahl; fleet engineer,
bear, cats or lynx. Th© best strains
E. H. Haley; secretary and treasurer,
of hunting Airedales, Blood hound sired. C. W. Miner, Phillips, Me.
Dr. B. Franklin Stahl; executive com
and terriers cross hound and bull
FOR SALE—Five ton hay scale as mittee, Commodore W. P. Mason, F.
terrier cross.
Also
youngsters good as new. Will be sold at a bar Neher, B. Franklin Stahl.
The club has constructed a dock with
just right to train. Thayer, Cherry- gain. Geo. H. Stinchfield, Farmingslips for six boats and is improving the
ton Falls, Maine.
field, Maine.
approaches. A large flag staff will be
erected at an early date and the newly
FOR SALE—at Lake Onawa camps During September, October
and adopted ensign of the club will be
this season we
will hoisted with suitable ceremonies.
and cottages, prices $1500 to $10,000. November,
Camp lots, $200 per acre. Onawa is take eight or 10 men only, guests, i On Aug. 10 the club will hold its
who want to-hunt birds, big
and} Aquatic Carnival. Varied water sports
called the Switzerland of America. small game, at the Bodfish
Valley \and motor boat races will be the chief
Address E. F. Drew, Onawa, Me.
Farm. Our place is situated
at' features of the day. Mr. Eisenhower
the head of Lake Onawa in the l has donated a cup for the winner of the
Bodfish Valley, between Boarsterre j
FOR SALE—Or rent four room log and Barren Mountains. No neighbors ] Motor Boat race.
Mr. Osterholt has donated three
camp situated on south side
of nearer .than five miles—an ideal silver medals for the events in the
Rangeley lake. For particulars ad place to hunt—good game country— 1water sports. A silver cup has been
dress John R. pillshury, Rangeley, Deer, moose and partridge close to offered by a friend of the club. Other
th© house, seen every day. Address, l prizes, inducing tne interest taken in
Maine.
E. F. Drew, Onawa. Maine.
this new feature of Rangeley amuse
ments, have been promised,
FOR SALE—The unusually staunch
The club is in a thriving condition
and able steam yacht, “ Wa-Wa” of
and is doing what it can to popularize
EAST SUMNER BOB CAT
a more extended use of the great poss
about 22 H. P. The U. S. Govern
ibilities for pleasure afforded by our
ment inspection of 1911 showed her
splendid lake.
t'' be in first class condition. May
East Sumner, Me. July 4.
A committee has been appointed to
study the possibility of the construction
be inspected at Camp Bellevue, Up To the Editor of Maine Woods:
per Dam, Maine. Price will
be
Last evening at about 9.30 I was of a "Club House, to combine the inter
ests of a country club and the Oquossoc
reasonable to a quick purchaser.'Ap comfortably seated in my front yard, Motor Boat club A splendid club room
and
everything
was
quiet,
when
all
of
a
ply to Dr. Norton Downs Fordhooke
sudden I heard the patter of feet in buffet, lockers, showers and other attrac
Farm, Three Tuns, Pa.
Or Archer great haste and in the quiet hours of tive features would do much to add to
D. Poor, at camp.
the night seemed pretty noisy. Soon I the comfort and pleasure of the guests
saw my old tom cat, known as Buster of the hotels and cottages on the lake.
It is hoped that means of procuring
FOR SALE—Beautiful camp site on Brown, making the home stretch this much needed addition to the
around
the
corner
of
the
house
and
in
south
shore Rangeley Lake, also
the first cellar window at hand. This interests of Rangeley may be devised
most desirable place for private is the first time I ever knew Buster’ s and that another summer may see
reasonable ambition realized.
fish pond. Plenty of spring water. courage to fail, but on this particular this
Near best fishing grounds on the occasion Buster did not stay ,for close
at hand and within 15 feet of the writ
lake. D. E. Lamb, Rangeley, Maine.
BASEBALL, T E N N IS , GOLF.
er, and at lightning speed, a bob cat
was making his escape for bushes not
FOR SALE—Two good fox hounds, far away.
(Continued from page one).
At that moment I called for Dewey,
three years old.
One coon bound,
On the Oquossoc Golf Links Wednes
my hunting dog, who lost no time in
on© pup seven months old.
Will responding to my hurried alarm and in day a “ Tomb stone Tournament” was
■ell cheap.
Vel Bailey, St. Francis- a couple of leaps from the kitchen door played and it caused much merriment.
he was on the trail.
But through ex Twenty eentlemen and ladies entered
▼ille. Mo.
citement and the want of practice at
this season of the year, Dewey took and many good strikes were made.
E. Osterholt of Philadelphia won,
FOR SALE—Place for summer or Bob’s back track and did not return for
about five minutes, which of course
year round home, high elevation, gave the bob cat quite a lead. But once his score being 82.
S. King of Orange, N J. was second,
near
ponds, village and station, headed bob’s way the air was filled
modern house, fruit and berries, por with music the night before the Fourth, his score being 81.
C. E, Synott of Philadelphia was
particulars address, Lakeview Cottag for a better voice from a dog was nev
er
heard,
third,
with a score of 80.
Rout© 1, Oxford M©.
Th's chase led for over half a mile to
T. W. Synott made a score of 97.
Dewey is a wond
Umm.... ■■ ~
— --------- . ,
--------— ---------- ----------------- a heavy wood lot.
trailer but has had no training on
FOR SALE—Two shore lots 300 j erful
A handsome lot of silver cups to be
cats, consequently his hark tree quali
300 feet each, on nor h shore o? ties are somewhat limited.
given to the winners of the August
tournament are now attracting much
Emerson P. Bartlett.
Rangeley Lake next west of Mingr
att/ntion. They are on exhibition at
Springs Hotel. High land with beauti
the hotel. There are eight in number
ful groves of well grown trees. E. E
Mr. and Mrs. Frederick S. Dick on and forti nato will b< t’ie one who tak s
Patridge, Mingo Hill, Rangeley. Me
at Man skootuk are entertain'ng Miss h o m e such a prize and reminder of
Louis Fleishman, Miss Dorothy Smith ’ anpv days at Rangelev,
It is good news to the golfers that
FOR
SALE
CHEAP—Piano and of New York and Mrs. Percy Whaley
household goods. Herbert Goldsmith, and Master E d w a r d Whaley of work in a few days will commence to
Charlestown, N. C.
add three new holes to the course.
Phillips, Maine.
On« c e n t a word in advance. No head*
tine o r oth er display. Subjects In a. b.
a. order.

FOR SALE—90 acres land with set
v ( buildings situated in Phillips
Will sell buildings and what land
anyone wants. 30 acres timberland;
fine view; excellent water; good
•rchard; situated between two rivers
which come together in this place;
excellent summer home. Apply to
Georg© G. Batchelder, Phillips, Me
W A NTED.

WANTED—A young man, singl© per*
terred, as partner.
Take half inter
est in a store in the Maine woods.
Stor© supplies, fancy groceries, sup
plies for cottagers and campers, furit
and confectionery, Indian novelties,
mounted heads and souvenirs. Posteffice and public telephone; only
■tore in th© place.
Man must be
etrictly temperate and be able to
Invest not less than $2,000.
Ad
dress D. F. E., Maine Woods office,
Jor further information.

SHVEO FRO
! AT MOUNTAIN VIEW ° Lu “ J
AH OPERATION

frame rifle and $22.00 for the take
down style.
The Marlin Firearms Co., are just
The new .33 caliber rifle is a
placing on the market in their Model quick handling, powerful and aecur1895 a new .33 caliber high power - ate repeater, built in perfect porrepeating rifle made in special light porticns throughout,
as illustration
weight style with 24 inch round, shows, with the simplest and strongSpecial Smokeless Steel barrel, half j esi mechanism' used in any high
magazine', giving 5 shots at one load power rifle. The rifle has special
ing. The rifle weighs about 7%-lbs smokeless steel barrel, made especi
and will sell at $18.50 for the solid ally to stand the continued use
of
high power
smokeless loads
and
jacketed bullets. Rifle holds 5 cart
ridges; 4 in magazine and one in
chamber. It has handsome caseRUBBERS
WEAR
hardened frame, made of special
This Winter
.33 CALIBER H iG H P O W E R R IF L E

■ ® »

i^ Y © L E N E

STEAMBOAT SERVICE.

SMOTHERS

WANTED—A first class cook. Dion
On and after Monday, June 24,
O. Blackwell, Round Mountain, Me. 1912 boats will leave Rangeley for
South Rangeley, Portland, Boston
and New York at 5:50 A. M.,
and
WANTED—Girl to do housework in 11:50 A. M. week days and 2:20 P.
M. on Sundays.
saran at Rangeley. G-eorgine V. Wil
Boats will leave Rangeley for Mt.
bur Phillips.
View, Rangeley Outlet and all points J
on the lower Rangeley Lakes at j
8:00 A. M., and 2:40 P. M., week
FOXES—Wanted a litter of wild live days and 9:00 A. M., and 2:20
P.
young foxes; Black silver or cross. M., Sundays.
Boats will arrive at Rangeley from
Write, giving color and full particu
New York, Portland and
South l
lars; also give telegraph and ex Rangeley
at
1.15 P. M,. . and j
press address to James D.
Ham 6:45 P. M., on week days and l2:25|
mond, Melanethon, P. O., Ontario, noon on Sundays.
Boats will arrive from all points on)
Canada.
the lower Rangeley Lakes, Rangeley Outlet and Mt. View at 10:50 A.
WANTED—Table girl.
Must be M. and 5:50 P. M. on week days and
12:25 noon and 5:50 P. M. on Sun
(strictly neat and clean. Apply to days.
Stoddard House, Farmington, Maine.
The above time-table shows time
boats may be expected to arrive a.t
and depart from the several points,
LOST.
but is not guaranteed, and is sub
LOST—A bunch of keys on
the ject to change and corrections with
Rangeley road in the vicinity
of out notice.
Sandy River pond. Finder please re
turn to the Phillips National Bank.

1912.

H. H. FIELD,

President & General Manager.

RUST
SOOTHES

PAIN

The

P roduct
o f the

WkF Ny b R efikeuv
The Greatest Discovery
Tver Made for Preventing
Rust on F IR E A R M S
Gloves, C utle ry , Tools
and all B r i g h t Metals
APerfect l u b r i a l o r
for Ball B e a rin g s On
Bicycles and Motorcycles
j j e B e st A rtic le Ever
Offered for
’ .

rSPORTTSMEtf

GEXERAb HOUSEHOLD
I'fRice lAse' 251
ij|, W k.F.NYE.
Nov Bedford. Mass- '

Anglers, Hunters*
“ Hikers,” Motor
ists, Y achtsmen*
Cyclists, All Out
door Men.
Y O U want

It adds years to the
life of guns and tackle,
is clean and of great
value as a healing,
cooling salve for brui
ses. strains, sunburns
and insect bites.
A BIG TUBE

25c
EVERYWHERE

Wm

F. NYE,

New Bedford, Mass
MTr., of NYOIL

SUNDAY SERVICES

Rev. Herbert P. Woodin Preached

H o w M rs. R e e d o f P e o r ia , III.,

In Hotel Parlor—Other

E s c a p e d T h e S u r. g e o n ’ s K n ife .

Notes.

Peoria, III.—“ I wish to let every one
Mountain View, July 31.—With the know whatLydiaE.Pinkham’ sVegetable
Compound has done
August days com© many for their
for me. Fortwoyears
annual vacation, and all declare they
I suffered. The doc
have “ come home again.1’
Rev. Herbert P. Woodin of High
tor said I had a tumor
Street Congregational church, Au
and the only remedy
burn, who with his wife and son,
w as th e surgeon’s
Knowlton M. Woodin, has been here
knife. My mother
for a two weeks’ stay, left Tuesday
bought me Lydia E.
for a month at their cottage at the
Pinkham’s Vegeta
sea shore. On Sunday evening the
ble Compound, and
large music room was filled with the
today I am a well and
guests who had the
pleasure of
healthy woman. For
hearing Rev. Mr. Woodin, who is a
m o n th s I suffered
fine speaker. Prof. B. W. Hanscom,
who is his organist at home played from inflammation, and your Sanative
the piano and all joined in singing Wash relieved me. I am glad to tell
familiar hymns. Mr. Woodin with anyone what your medicines have done
Eben Harnden, guide, has had great for me. You can use my testimonial in
sport fly fishing, and fine success any way you wish, and I will be glad
too. One day he took three trout on to answer letters.” — Mrs. C h r i s t i n a
the fly wei|Mng IVz, 2 % and 3%-lbs. R e e d , 105 Mound St., Peoria, 111.
The revereioft gentleman
is much
pleased
Mountain View
and)
M rs. Lynch A lso A void ed
the family hope to spend a longer
O peration.
time here next season.
Jessup, Pa. —“ After the birth of my
Many of the annual coiners here fourth child, I had severe organic inflam
will remember Earl W. Marshall of
Auburn, who six years ago came mation. I would have such terrible pain3
here with his instructor Prof.
E. that it did not seem as though I could
W. Hanscom, and were
delighted stand it. This kept up for three long
whenever he sang. Since then Mr. months, until two doctors decided that
Marshall, whose stage name
is an operation was needed.
“ Then one of my friends recommended
Carlo Martiazli, has for three years
been singing in opera in Europe and ■Lydia E. Pinkham’ s Vegetable Com
is now in London. He never forgets pound and after taking it for two montha
his Maine home and friends and on •I was a well woman.” —Mrs. J o s e p h A.
his return will come again to Moun- j L y n c h , Jessup, Pa.
tain View.
Women who suffer from female ills
Miss Amy M. Thaxter of Boston, should try Lydia E. Pinkham’s Vegeta
who has been spending her vaca-1 ble Compound, one o f the most success
tion here returned home on Monday, j
Mr. and Mrs. A, M. Barnes
of ful remedies the world has ever known,
Germantown, Penn., who are here \before submitting to a surgical opera
for their first season
are greatly tion.
pleased with the place.
Mrs. West Bissell of Philadelphia,
L.
who is here for the summer last joined by her friends, Miss S.
week entertained her sister, Mrs. Marsh of Providence, R. I., and Mrs.
C. Henry Matt! aye, and daughter, G. M. Fessenden of Saylesville, R.
Miss Charlotte E. Mattlaye, of New I. for the month of August.
Dr. Clement Biddle, U. S. N., of
York, who are at Poland Springs.
A. G. Lindsay of Philadelphia, is I Philadelphia has chosen this place
one of the new comers who will j for several weeks’ outing.
Mr. and Mrs. W. S. Hobbs of New
spend the August days here..
Monday for a
Miss Caroline Schaff of Chicago J York city arrived
111., has chosen Mountain
View fori week’s stay.
her summer outing, and spends most j All were sorry to have Alexander
of her time following the trails and Marston of Philadelphia say “ good
taking long walks over the country. |by until another year,” on Monday
Everyone had a hearty welcome fori when he started homeward.
Ex-Mayqr Charles A. Schieren
o f 1 Monday, Wm. G. Baldwin, and Al
Brooklyn, N. Y., who
accompanied) bert Bissell in a canoe, H. E. Moore
by Mrs. Schieren and maid has re and A. Sayer in their canoe paddled
turned for another
season. They from South Bay in 35 minutes which
have the Peerless touring car and was a good record trip. They had
been fishing and had 30 pair of frogs’
enjoy motoring over the country.
their
freinds for
Albert W. Bissell of New York has legs to serve
joined his mother to remain until supper.
The pool room is now the evening
autumn.
Miss Emeline Hawkins of Provi attraction for the gentlemen. H. E.
dence, R. I. has this
week been Moore of Boston is the champion
with 111 points for his record
to
date, which he made against F.
W. Newlin of Boston in a match of
.250 against 50.

D. ,F. Woodcock Of Jehu, Wyom“
ing, writes that the proper way to
smokeless
'steel;
case-hardened remove a fish from the hook is to
breechbolt and finger
lever;
fine wet the hands before handling the
black walnut buttstock and forearm; ! fish. “ I don’t know how much truth,
shotgun butt, rubber huttplate; Rocky, there is to this story,” writes Mr..
Mountain (adjustable) rear and front; Woodcock, “ but if there is anything tci
sights—the best hunting sights made, j it I think the Maine (Fish) CornUses any standard make of .33' mission should take it up if it has
caliber high power cartridges. The j not already done so as it it seems;
takedown rifle packs in a space 24! to me that we cannot be too, careinches long, extras can be furnished; i ful about, saving the lives of small
see Marlin catalog.
Ifish.”
No other rifle of this popular cali
ber has the modern solid top, side
ejecting construction which is
now
RUBBERS
the recognized sign of an up-to-date WEAR 01))
This Winter
gun. The solid top is always a pro
tection between your head and the
cartridges,- keeps the gun clean and
dry; and insures .quick, easy opera
tion. Side ejection never throws an
empty shell or hang fire cartridge
THE 20™ CENTURY
into the shooter’s eyes; never in
terferes with the aim for next shot.
These features
promote accurate,
rapid firing—the real test of
a
repeater.
!^hecu'™urf£a
The .33 caliber cartridge is one
buy. Cleans out the barrels. Espe
of the most, powerful of all modern
cially g o o d when smokeless powder
is used.
Oils the mechanisms,
high power smokeless cartridges. It
polishes the stock, and -positively
prevents rust on the metal in any
gives to the heavy 200 grain bullet
clim ate and any kind o f weather.
Use before and after shooting.
the extremely high velocity of over
Free sample to those who have
2050 feet per second; it has surnot tried it.
pisingly
flat
trajectory
(rising
3 - i n - o n e oil c o . ,
1 2 1 New Street, New York.
only 1.21 inches at 50 yards when
shooting at 100 yards range), so
that you can shoot “ point blank”
at ordinary hunting ranges.
The
full metal jacketed bullet, penetrates
up to 47 %-inch pine boards (near
T o r S a le o r T o R e n t
ly 3 % feet); the soft point bullet,
mushrooming large, penetrates
13
boards. This heavy
bullet,
deep
Five room furnished Cottage ;i;i
penetration and tremendous shock
on
Lake Cochnewagan, M on- £:
ing and killing power will quickly
bring down moose, bear, deer
or
mouth, Maine.
:|
any other American big game.
A circular describing this arm will
M otor Boat or R ow Boat or :j;i
be sent with the complete catalog of
both with Cottage.
&;
all Marlin repeating rifles and re
peating shotguns, including the new
For full information inquire of i$
Marlin hammerless primp gun,
to
any of our readers who will send
F R E D A . B L A ISD E L L ,
postage to Marlin Firearms Co., 33
Willow Street, New Haven, Conn.
M onm outh, Maine,

GUN OIL

»
M A IN E

WOODS,

PH ILLIPS,

MAPS'E, A U G . 1, 1912

MOTOR RflAT

Mae, Ruth, Margaret,
Helen,
and
Those
welcomed back
to the
salmon that kept her busy for an
Lewis Harris, Jr.
i Kineo colony during the week were
hour as he gave a free exhibition j
* I W i v E iU
of high jumping.
AT* n i A A C C U C A H
Mr. and ■
Mrs- A> B' ^Varin& New Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Berlin of New
W ILL SHOOT BETTER
A 1 I V l U U i j t i n L A U jYork gave a pleasant yachting party York; Mr. and Mrs. W. E. Truesdall,
Mrs. P. M. Berry of Cranford, N.
’most any marksman will tell you, if you use
j Wednesday to the following guests;, of Brooklyn, and Mr. and Mrs. L.
J. said, “ Don’t you think I am proud
Mr. Garret Hobart, Jr., Mrs. Garret G. Benziger and
family of Mont"
of my husband for he came back
with a handsome trio, two trout, 2 *4 “ Members of the British Embassy |Hobart- of Paterson, N. J.,
Mrs. cladr, N. J.
M. D. Paterson, of New York, Mrs.
Herbert M. Adams of Pawtucket
lbs and 2 %-lbs and a 1 %-lb salmon,
J. G. Lindsay, Mrs. G. W. Elkins of joined his family at their cottage
Enjoy a Strenuous Outing—
all taken on a fly.”
“ Nobody here !
Rifle Rod and
Philadelphia, and Col. and Mrs. C. Wednesday.
catches fish except with a fly and j
Field Cleaner #
Shooting Notes.
A. Judkins.
Mr. arid Mrs. Samuel Lloyd of New
and I had luck to o /’ said my friend!
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feuchtwang- Haven were guests of Mrs, Geo. M.
The Cleaner is made o f soft
Harry L.
Norris
of Lynn, Mass, !
brass gauze discs on a twisted
er of Madison, N. J., Mr. and Mrs.; Thornton and daughters of Pawtucket
•whom I had the pleasure of greeting i
spring-steel wire. This spring
Kineo,Moosehead Lake, Me., July W. L. Sheafer, Miss E. Louise Sheaf- on board the Edimar for a cruise
presses but one side of each
today. Mr. Norris is a very enthusi
section against the bore mak
20.—An extremely active week
has er of Pottsville, Pa., opened their about the lake.
ing cleaner follow the rifling.
astic fisherman
and
during the i
marked life here. Motor boat races
Can be used 500 to 1000 times.
—o—
.v
___
„
„
„
________
___,
cottages during the week, thus comAmong recent arrivals at the new
eight or ten seasons he has been
Fits any rod.
coming to Middle Dam has proved) 01)®,u at ie *lo0^ \®ad La f ac 1 pleting the cottage colony at Kineo.; Mt. Kineo house are Mr. Garret A .
Used by Shots W ho
himself a good angler.
The first C u a a » ame^ a Camp
1 woo
Henry Sheafer, Clinton Sheaf- j Hobart, Jr., Mrs.
Garret
Hobart,
Have to Score
! against a Kineo team attracted nearer, Lesley Sheafer and John C. Lee, Paterson, N. J.; Mrs. W. B. Chamtr
morning out Mr. Norris caught
a
ly two hundred spectators,
while
The rod is made with three
pair of trout weighing over 2-lbs
joined the Sheafers later, making erlain and two sons, Torresdale,
brass sections and two steel
putting, clay pigeon and rifle con
joint connections. (See cut.)
each.
the journey from Pennsylania , to! Pa.; Mr. and Mrs. H. C. Gresch,
Won’ t bend or break. Has
tests furnished fun, in addition
to
swivel tip.
t Mr. and Mrs.
W. H. Singlehoff,
W. F. Kingsbury of Portland shar the usual number of picnics, sailing; Moosehead by auto.
Thousands o f marksmen
A. N. Prentiss of Boston and Mr. Norristown, pa.; Mr. and Mrs.
W.
ed honors with the other fishermen and driving parties.
swear by these gun-preservers, which cost little but (|i j
Chas. H. Zimmerman of New Haven, L. Sheafer, Miss E. Louis© Sheafer,
for
he
brought
in
six
fish
all
sal
do their work right.
Apparently indifferent to
com |after a three weeks’ camping
and Mr. Henry Sheafer, Clinton Sheafer,
mon. Three of them weighed 3-lbs
Get the Marble
each, but Mr. Kingsbury was the plications over the Panama canal, j canoeing trip on the Allegash will Lesley Sheafer, John C. Lee, Pottsmembers of the
British embassy, joIn t ie party of Ml, L M u n . i vllle p
Mr anJ Mr8 Trtstam c .
Catalogue
one who caught the most of them.
Lord Eustace Percy, Mr. A. Mitch-1
Describes and prices many unique es
A white tipped Montreal on a No.
ell Innes, Mr. .A. Kerr Clark-Kerr,
sentials fo r sportsmen, including the fa
8 hook was the fly used.
mous Game Getter Gun—something you
enjoyed a strenuous outing
this
should own. Send dealer’s name and re
Frank
Van
Roden
of
Philadelphia
ceive sample Nitro-Solvent Oil.
week,
A
steamer
ride,
a
walk
of
caught six trout averaging 1 %-lbs
MARBLE ARMS & MFC. CO.
each that was one of thi* handsomest seven miles, a midnight ride to Attean pond, two days fishing, and
550 Delta Avenue
catches brought in reeff
return by canoe
through Brassau
GLADSTONE, MICH. ------- " "
Prof. Chas. Wiswell
wife re
lake
and
the
swift
waters
of Moose
turned to Boston this morning after
a pleasant stay of five weeks. Last river were items of the trip.
Competing against forty Miss Sonnight he walked over to the Dam
and cast the fly at sunset, and ; tag of New’ York made twenty-two,
brought back a pair of 1 %-lb trout breaking the record for the small
! for breakfast.
links in the opening putting match.
Mr. and Mrs. Clinton Jordan o f ; Robert N. Nye of
Springfield won
Randolph, Mass, arrived Thursday for the contest, Mr. T. F. Quinn of BosNew York Attorney Has a Novel their annual outing, and now there! ton being runner-up, with Mr. J. J.
is music and ajolly good time.
Barr and Mr. C. R. Manville
of
Experience at Middle Dam.
Mr. and Mrs. N. E. Day and son, New York contestants in the semiDonald, of Hartford, Conn, are here finals.
for their first visit and much pleased
The rifle prize for men on
the
(Special to Maine Woods).
with the place.
Hillside range offered by Mrs. C. A.
Lakewood Camps, Middle
Dam,
J. Manter of Whitefield, N. H. i Judkins was won by
Mrs.
John
July 26.—The guests here are great- j is spending a w’eek with his son, I Reilly, Jr., of New’ York, that
for
ly enjoying these
perfect summer Franklin H Manter, who is
the men going to Dr. Wm. Van V. Hayes
days, and when they do not
go clerk.
of New
York.
Commodore John
fishing they take walks up the road
The carry road to Umbagog Lake Reilly, Jr., was high gun.
and watch for the deer that are j has been put in fine shape
A TYPICAL NIGHT SCENE IN A DEAD RIVER CAMP.
On the Deerliead range, Mr. Geo.
and
sure to come out to be admired.
] the buckboard makes .quick
trips W. Elkins of Philadelphia led
the I —
j man of New Haven at Lake Chesun- Colket and children, Bryn Mawr, Pa.;
|cook.
Mr. and Mrs. Henry Feuchwanger,
The families of Mr. Geo. W. Elk* Madison, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. H. C.
; ins, Mr. J. G. Lindsay of Philadelphia Berlin, Mrs. W. C. Berlin, Mr.
G.
and Mr. A. G. Elliott of Wilmington, j W. Collard, Miss Collard, Mr.
and
Del., enjoyed a series of camping } Mrs. Geo. W. Keel, Mr. W. B. Deveand canoeing trips this week. Their reux, Mr. G. W. Devereux, H.
J.
itinerary included trips to Brassau Cozzens, Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Welsh,
Lake, Moose river, Socatean stream, of New York; Mr. * and Mrs. D.
and Spencer pond.
Prouty, Mr. Dwight Prouty,
Mr. A .
Mrs. M. B. Hall, Mr. Arthur R. G. Prescott, Mr. C. S. Prescott, Mr.
i Meyer of Brookline and Dr. Wilson and Mrs. Robert G. Shaw, Boston;
G. Smillie of Boston camped
on Mr. and Mrs. Jesse B. Hubbard, Mrs.
Brassau lake and Spencer bay during M. B. Hall, Mr. A. R. Meyer, Dr.
the week.
W. G. Smillie, Brookline, Mass.; Mr.
Miss Olga M. Kolff and Mr. H. H. j A, M. Crosier, Athol, Mass.;
Mr.
Boyd of New’ York are guests of Mr. j and Mrs. W.
E. Truesdall, Miss
and Mrs. E. H. Outerbridge at Camp Blake, Miss Rita Webster, Mr.
H.
Ethelwynd.
j S. Webster, Mr. and Mrs. W. RasDr. and Mrs. Horace Packard
of mus, Mr. G. Borden, Miss D.
E.
Boston are occupying one of
the Axelstrom and Mrs. J. G.
North,
f
Kineo cottages for the summer, Mr. Brooklyn, N. Y.
William F. Whittemore of Boston be
ing tbeir guest.
DON’T FORGET.
Miss Helen Brown of Springfield
L
is the guest of Mrs. Mabel F. Nye
Whenever you write to one of ©uj
KM*
of Springfield at the Mt.Kdneo.
THE NEW AUGUSTA HOUSE, AUGUSTA, ME. A FAVORITE STOPPING PLACE FOR LEGISLATORS
Dr. and Mrs. Thomas Upham Coe advertisers, don’t forget to mention
It is important to
AND AUTOMOBILISTS.
of Bangor have as guests at Kineo Main© Woods.
..... .............
.
..... .......
— — j M}sg Wood of Buffalo and Mr. and you to do so; important to us and
•Judge Livingstone has made friends across. These are the days when string in shooting clay pigeons. Oth-; Mrs. Arnold Norcross of New Haven. the advertiser naturally wants to
"With several who meet him every parties enjoy the sail across the ers who had good scores at clay
Mrs. M. D. Paterson of New York know where you found his n&mo.
night, and the other day a big red lake and a drive through Dixville
„ . . „
+
,
.. i passed part of the week at Poland Tell him, and thus do a good torn
pigeons and long distance shooting
v
for all concerned.
fox came dowm the trail to meet him, Notch. Among those who have made
Springs.
were:
Capt.
L.
W.
Stotesbury,
Mr.;
“ and that was not all for I saw a the trip the past week are Mr. and
Miss
Lothrop, Miss Mabel J. W. Allison of New York;
big fish hawk and an eagle/’ said Mrs. A. E.
Lothrop and maid, C. T. Derry, Bos-j Edith Harris, Mr. W. F. Harris, Mr. |
the Judge.
Mrs. Ed F. Coburn is spending a ton; Mr. and Mrs. J. W. Tabor, Port- j G. B. Turrell, of South Orange, N.
land; Prof. C. B. Williams and chip J.; Mr. J. C. Lindsay, Jr., of Phila-j
few days at Andover this week.
-------SUITS W H E N OTHERS DISAPPOINT-----Thursday was the banner
d a y !dren’ * * * ™ z o o , Mich.; afr. and, deiphia and Robert
N. Nye
of
for fly fishing at Middle Dam
for| ^
\m . G. Broadway,
Wes Springfield.
everybody who cast the fly landed 0range’ N’
and Mrs- A lbert
Recent steamer parties enjoying:
a trout or salmon. Not only were Sheldon’ Providence, R. I.;
E. these cool shores include Mr.
and
We presume, by this time, you are
there twenty-one caught weighing Rlvers’ J\ R; (dray’ J- R’ Gra,y’ ’Tr” Mrs- Blumgart and friends, a trip t o 1
from iy 2 to 4-lbs, but many smaller ^ JJ’ J?rayl ° f ^ tlaDta’ Ga; ’ Lily Bay’ Mr- and Mrs- A- H* Hahl°;
drinking Dwinell-W right Co. Coffees
A. B. Beach, Chicago; Mrs. A.
A. and family, a trip around
Farm ;
ones that were not counted and are
Peet,
New
York.
Island;
Mr.
and
Mrs.
C.
R.
Manville
now growing bigger, as they are
and Tea--if ycu have read this “ bible”
and son, a trip to North Bay; Mr.
seen by moonlight on the
piazza,
of the red-blooded sportsman. GOOD!
and Mrs. G. W. Keel of New York,
and are waiting for some other fish
MOTOR a sail to neighboring beauty spots.
FOR SALE—1912 YALE
erman to catch them.
we thought “ Maine Woods” was some
CYCLE.
Mrs. Clinton Jordan of Randolph,
Among the week’s driving parties
Brand new just as it left factory, through the wood’s roads were Mr.
pumpkins. Eh! What say?
Mass., was high line with a 4-lb
complete
equipment, horn, Bosch and Mrs. C. M. Clark, Mr. and Mrs.
Dwinell-WrigKl Co., Principal C offee Roasters, Boston & Chicago
magneto,
tandem attachment, etc., h . J-, Genung and party; Mr.
and)
Cost $2/5, Will sell cheap for cash |^jrs ^ b . Waring and friends; Mr.
sale at once, or exchange in whole |and Mrs_ L< w> stotesbury and party I
or in, part for speed boat of not 0j eight, all of New York, and Mr.
Rev. J. F. Nugent, of Des Moines, says:
less than 15 miles per hour. This |and Mrs G B Turrell
of
South |
“ This institution has given excellent re- I cy<jle has neVer been run as owner i oranee^'
“ABBOTT,” MAINE’S FORTY-BOY SCHOOL
alts.
The
men
who
have
passed
through
it
|,
.
.
,
„
,
,
__
uiau&
e.
suits.
— ,,
,
. . .,
„ ^ _
and who feel themselves entirely cured are : b&s been sick. Address C. B. Bridges,
One of the delightful picnic parties,
too numerous to recount in this letter.” The ] Box 61, Belgrade Lakes, Maine.
Located in the beautiful village of Farmington amid the foot hills of
on hoard the Sprite II, with dinner
the Rangeley region. College preparatory and Business courses.
..... ..
j on shore, wras given by Mr. and Mrs.
Separate school house, gymnasium, athletic field, three tennis courts,
WANTED—GREAT DANE.
|W. F. Harris of .South Orange, N. J.
snow shoeing, tobogganing, skiing, maple syrup making,fishing; a school
At once, full blooded pup 6 to 9 Participants in this pleasure were
that develops mind and body with a wonderful health record. Boys from
can be overcome by the NEAL 3-DAY months , Harlequin preferred. Fe-1 Mr. and Mrs. C. E. F. Clarke, Miss
city homes are surrounded with reasonable comfort, giveD the advantages TREATMENT. No hypodermics used. male, one that has had distemper Elizabeth Clarke of New York; Mr.
Results certain. Call upon, address or phone
of the Maine climate and efficient teaching, free from the distractions of
The Neal Institute, 65 Pleasant Ave., and is O. K. good stock, but no Robert N. Nye of Springfield; Mr.
city life. Terms $700—Eleventh year.—Opens September 25, 1912.
Howard
Rowland
of
Philadelphia;;
fancy price. Good disposition.
Ad
Portlandi, Me. Tel. 4216.
Address : GEORGE DUDLEY CHURCH, Headmaster.
members of the
Drug Habits Specially Treated dress C. B. Bridges, Box 61, Bel and the younger
Harris family, the Misses Edith, |t W W U W H H H H H H U W U W I V H U U U W H H W W W W H H
grade Lake®, Maine.
with Great Success.

:YOUR GUN:

M ar bles

BIG FOX COMES TO
MEET THE JUDGE

W H ITE HOUSE COFFEE

CATHOLIC CLERGYMAN

DRINK HABIT

M A I*E WOODS3,

MUCH ACTIVITY
IN WELD CAMPS
Some of the Recent Arrivals at The
Maples and Other Places.

PHILLIPS,

M AINE, AUG. 1, 1912.

At Camp Bai
Yuka,
‘ Fountain i Henry W. Gillett, Mr. and Mrs.
A.
Rock” under the management of M r., W. Stafford, Portland; A. L. PresJ. G. Campbell of St. J-ames, Mary-icott, New York.
land, are Mrs. J. G. Campbell, Louis j A. L. Prescott and Dr. Henry W.
de Rouge, Miss Margaret de Rouge.; Gillett, the famous surgeon of New
and John G.
Campbell, Jr. The York, who are
staying at Bethel,
school proper consists of J. F. Wyatt j spent a few days in town last week,
Elder, Basil Gordon, Jr., and Reuben, and with Bernie Houghton, as guide,
Foster of
Baltimore; Ricardo de made a trip into Swift River.
Borja, Ecuador;
L. Thayer Lyon,
Saturday, July 27, Weld and FarmAdkins ju g ^ o n played ball at Conant’s field
pittsburg, Pa.; Leonard
D . Adkins
Easton, Md.; Leonard Shepley, St. and Weld was defeated 4 to 0.
Paul and Frederick Dodge of Toledo. Up to the seventh inning no
one
George St. John Rathburn of the! scored; then with two hits, a dead
Hoosac School, N. Y., and William ball, and an error, after two men
Cone of Vermont are at Camp Graf were out, Farmington made
one
ton for the summer.
run. In the 8th Sawyer gave Simp
Lawriston Gamwell and his wife of son a base on balls, with an error,
Providence, rR. I. are at
The and a sacrifice, Simpson scored. In
the 9th, Casey got a hit, Gale struck
Mill for a few weeks.
Mrs. Makepeace and the Misses out. Austin got first on an error.

NEW YORK WOMAN
EXPERT WITH FLY
Mrs. Thomas Miner of New York
Shows Skill with Rod
and Leader.

fisherman by catching five^record fish,
four salmon weighing 3 pounds andl3
ounces, 3 pounds and 5 ounces, 3 pounds
and 1 ourc®, 4 pounds and 13 ounces and
a 3 pound trout. It takes skill and
patience to sit in “ Van’s ” little boat,
play and land a game fish taken on a
small hook and with a light rod and
have no one to help net him.
D. W. O’ Niel Jr., of New York is
very proud to have captured a 3 pound
7 ounce trout and two salmon 3 pounds
3 ounces and 3 pounds, taken on a small
fly from the famous old pool.
Stephen H. Palmer, Jr. of Milford,
Penn, has also recorded a 3 pound 14
ounce salmon this week.
Another fair angler. Mrs. Thomas W.
Miner of New York has distinguished
herself as skillfull casting th« fly and
for the first time her name ie recorded
on the wonderful record book of fish
caught on the fly from the pool as she
canght a 3 pound 2 ounce salmon.
Every one congratulated Mrs. Miner
and as her husband was at home in
New York, the fish with the blue rib
bon was sent to him and a paper saying,
“ This is to certify that Mrs. Thomas
W. Miner caught this fish on a fly in

•(spooM e-aj-BH °1 w pads)
Weld,
July 29—Miss
Harriet
•(spooAl eurBK oi inpeds)
Bell of Mt. Vernon, N. Y., who has
Upper Dam, July 27.
been spending the past threo weeks
“ The beauty and quiet of this place is
at Lake View House, Rangeley is at
to us almost too wonderful to be true,”
D. B. Swett’s for August,
remarked a new comer this evening as
Miss Newell of Portland is
the
the company were sitting on the piazza
guest of Mrs. A. C. Harlow for a
talking over the adventures of the day,
few weeks.
“ Who is that landing in a canoe, an In
David Searles and daughter, Mrs.
dian?”
Rich of Livermore Falls. Prof. J. E l
Sure enough it was Peter, the Indian
bert Searles, who is professor
of
Chief, Peter Nicolar of Oldtown with a
Romance languages at Leland San
big bundle of their beautiful baskets,
ford University, and son,
Elbert
which no white man need try to copy.
Searles, Jr., have been at Glen cot
At all the hotels and camps these bask
tage for the past ten days.
ets find a quick sale and are taken to
Dr. Lewis Hayden and Mrs. Hay
different cities as a souvenir of the
den of Livermore Falls are at Camp
trip to the woods of Maine.
Recreation for a while.
The week has been a quiet one.
The Misses Miner of New Haven,
Conn., are guests of their sister Mrs.
Hawley at Shady Nook.
Miss Gladys Smith of Portland
has been; the guest of Miss Lucile
Ladd for the past week.
Charles West and family of Mont
clair, N. J. have opened their camp
on Pine Point.
Mrs. Albert Root, Misses
Ella
Root, Lucy Root and Mary Root are
at their camp on the West shore for
the rest of the summer. Mr. Jessie
Potter of Concord, Mass, is
their
guest for two weeks.
Henry O. Stanley of Dixfield and
his daughter,Mrs. Richard
Kimball,
Mr. Kimball, and their children,
Mary and Stanley, of Newtonville, HERE LIVES THE FAMOUS “ SAGE OF BEAVER POND,” ED GRANT,
AT KENNEBAGO.
Mass, have opened the Stanley camp
on the West side.
At Mt. Blue cottage on the West Makepeace of providence are board-; Talcott got a hit. Simpson was bit
side are Mrs. C. L. D. Younkin of ing with Mrs. Henry. Swett during |with the ball, Hammond was out.
Cambridge, Mass., E. Y. Cartright, August.
j Fellows got bis base on balls,
and
and daughters, Barbara and Phyllis,
Rev. Mr. AVoodworth bad as guests A. Dustin flied out, but Craig and
and maid, of Belmont, who arrived over Sunday his daughter, Mrs. Crea-i Austin scored. Austin allowed
four
the 22. Saturday Mr. Younkin and sey, of Alfred, and Mrs. Norris
of hits, gave five bases on balls and
his sister-in-law,
Mrs.
A.
E. Peake’s Island, and their husbands.
truck out eleven. Sawyer allowed
Younkin, and two boys and nurse Mr. Downs of Alfred
brought
the four hits, gave three bases on balls,
girls, of Lando, Texas arrived at |party with his machine.
j hit Gale twice, Talcott and Simpthe camp.
They will occupy
the
Mr. and Mrs. Lem B. Leavitt
of son, and struck out ten. Coburn and
Tower bungalow during their visit. Wilton and their friends, Mr. and Chase umpired.
Mrs. Van Osmas, of New York, were
Mr. W. W. Simmons of Columbus,
in town over Sunday.
! O., who has been staying at the
Mrs. R. S. Roberts and Miss Anna- lake for July, gave an interesting
bel Roberts of Madison, N. J. are at talk Sunday evening about the work
FAMOUS
Mrs. Tainter’s for August.
his Sunday school class did towards
George Ricker and a party from removing saloons from the West side
BACKWOODS
Dixfield spent Sunday at Mrs. Tain- of Columbus,
RANGELEY.
THE BOARD WALK ALONG THE SHORE AT
ter’s.
-----------------------------FAIRY TALES
Mrs. Arthur Masterman and chip
FLY ROD’S NOTE BOOK.
_____________________________________ ______ ___ __ _________ _________________
dren from Hazardsville, Conn.,
are
----------Those who came early in the season are i the Upper Dhoti Pool, July 22, 1912.
guests of relatives in town.
One of my city friends who can <‘at home,” hap dly located for the
Witnesses Mrs. E. F. Van Dusen,
Wallace Conant and friends, E. Z. write, but -does not often indulge,; sjmm r in the difforent cottages.
Ed G rant, B eaver Pond Carnes.
Mrs.
John S. Deane, Mrs. S. H. Palmer,
Wilcox and R. A. Grayson all of while smoking the pipe of peace on J Mr. and Mrs. R. K. Paynter and son
N e w reading- m a tter, interesting-.
T h e first ed itio n w a s e x h a u ste d m u ch
Miss
Palmer and Miss L. A. Palmer,
o ’ New York are here for their first
s o o n e r than w e e x p e c te d and th e p o p u 
la r dem and w a s s o g r e a t fo r a se con d
Official
Weigher, Charles Grant.
visit
and
greatly
delighted
with
the
e d itio n that w e p u b lish ed an en la rged
land im proved ed itio n to
be
so ld
by
place.
This is t! e third lady that has this
m ail (p o stp a id ) a t th e lo w price nam ed.
Mr. and Mrs. A. G. McCabe and Win.
T w e lv e cen ts, p ostp a id . S ta m p s a c 
season had the honor of taking a record
c e p te d .
E. Hoyt returned Friday to New Yolk
P hillips. M aine.
fish on the fly from the pool.
J. W . B R A C K E T T C O after a pleasant week here.

MAPS OF MAINE
RESORTS AND

ROADS

M aine W o o d s , h as fre q u e n t inqurles
fo r m ap s o f th e fishing- reg ion s o f the
s t a t e , etc. W e ca n fu rn ish the fo llo w in g
M ain e m aps:
R a n g e le y an d M e g a n tic d is tr ic ts . . 25c
R a n g e le y and M e g a n tic d istricts,
v e r y la rg e .............. 25c
M ooseh ea d an d A r o o s to o k d is 
tric ts ............... 50c
F ra n k lin C o u n ty ...................................
50c.
S om erset C o u n ty ................................... 50c
O x fo r d C ou n ty ........................................... 50c
P isca ta q u is C ou n ty ............................... 50c
A r o o s to o k C oun ty ........................
50c
W a sh in g to n C ou n ty ............................... 50c
O u tin g m ap o f M aine, 20x35 I n .. $1.00
G eo lo g ica l m ap o f M aine ................... 35c
R . R. m ap o f M aine ........................... 35c
A n d r o sc o g g in C ou n ty ............................... 35c
C um berlan d C ou n ty ............................... 35c
H a n c o ck C ou n ty ...................................
50c
K en n e b e c C ou n ty ..............................
35c
K n o x C ou n ty ............................................... 35c
L in c o ln an d S a g a d a h o c C o u n tie s . . 35c
P e n o b s co t C ou n ty ................................... 50c
W a ld o C ou n ty .......................................
35c
Y o rk C ou n ty ........................................... 35c

J. W B R A C K E TT
Phillips,

-

CO.,
Maine.

GUIDES ADDRESSES
This column It for sale to guides
who want their addresses to appear
In Maine Woods each week In al‘
phbetlcal order.
For price, address
Maine Woods, Phillips, Maine.

Janies Briggs, Howe Brook, Maine
fumes E. Durrell, Rangeley, Me
Joseph J. Hill, The Forks, Maine

VISTA THROUGH THE CATHEDRAL PINES,.

EUSTIS, MAINE.

Milford, Mass, are at Camp Webb the hotel piazza this morning wrote
for August.
the following lines:
Prof, and Mrs. Lebon of Boston
“ Chief Tippercano was an Indian
have as their guest their son, Jules
bold,
Lebon, of Boston,
Growing
tired of life for a spell,
Miss Gladys Mendum of Boston has
He gave up his freedom so sav
joined her mother and aunt at Camp
Cohassett.
age of old;
Mr. Barber of Boston was the
For a trip to a summer hotel.
guest recently of Prof, and Mrs. Le
He found that his name just suited
bon at Camp Toronto.
him quite,
Dr. and Mrs. Tuttle and child of
For whenever he happened to
Philadelphia are staying at
Mrs.
ring,
phinney’s for August.
Sometimes in the morning, some
Recently registered at the Maples
times late at night.
are Addice D.
Nelson,
Brookline,
This song you would hear them
Mass.; Mrs. W. S. Chase, Dixfield;
all sing:
Mrs. F. A. Robertson, Mr. and Mrs.
Its Tip-Tip-Tippercanoe,
C. L. Bangs, Frances Bangs, Read
He tips
the head-waiter, the
ing, Mass.; Mr. and'Mrs. W. L. But
chamber-maid too,
The bell-boy, the porter, what
ler, Glenn Butler, Farmington; Mrs.
Oscar Wilkins, Mrs. W. E. Pierce,
else can he do?
Poor old Tippercanoe!”
Wilton; Mr. and Mrs. R. B. Brown,

LAKEWOOD CAMPS, MIDDLE DAM MAINE, FROM
GRAPH.
The fishing in the pool is as fascinat
ing as ever. To some comes luck
while others who cast the fly from ear
ly morning until evening, not a fish do
they catch.
E. F. Van Dusen of New York has
this week added to his fame as a fly

A NEW

PHOTO

SPORTING N OTES.

The present season at the Rang>e
ley Lakes is at its height. Ther
are vacationists galore throughou
the section and the prospects
fo
fall business are most excellent.

The Sam Cry Fly Book will be given
absolutely free with every new sub
scription to Maine Woods at $1.00 per
year. Slip a dollar bill in an envelope
and address, Maine Woods Phillips, Me.

To G
A N D R O S C O G G IN

CO UNTY.

L E W IS T O N , M A IN E .
D e W ltt H ou se. L o a d in g H otel.
U nexoelled in M aine.
B o o k le t fre e . G eorg e
a P a tte , P ro p rie to r, L ew toton , Me.
ARO O STO O K

COUNTY.

Maine

HOWES’ DEBSCONEAG CAMPS.
Are situated on First Dabsconeag Lake. l-4mile from West Branch Penobscot; Reached
from Norcross by steamer and canoe in 3 hours.
Individual log cabins and tent roofed log camps;
own garden, and hennery; daily mail; best New York, Philadelphia and Boston references.

For MOOSE and DEER

YOUNG DEER FOUND
BADLY EXHAUSTED

FOR BIRDS

FOR DEER

Almost at your door.
without the discomforts of a
trip into the deep woods. G o
to

Sent to Captr Barker, Who Has
Permission to Keep It
As a Pet.

HOTEL

BLANCHARD

I |MT. KATAHDIN at our doorway offers best mountain climbing in New England; side trips from
these camps to Sourdnahunk, Rainbow, Nahmakanta Lakes. A specialty made of outfitting and
planning trips down the West Branch from N. E. Carry.

Stratton, Maine.
Write for full particulars.
The Barker,
Mooselookmeguutic
Best Family Cooking in Maine.
Lake, July 29.—A hundred guests in
DEER AND MOOSE hunting in season, in as gcioi territory as there is in Maine; Rates $2.00 camp makes a busy
place here at
and $2.50 per day. Open entire year. Snowshoeing, skiing. Tobogganing, visits to lumber camps
the foot of the mountain.
during winter months. Booklet for the asking.
To many who come for the first
CUM BERLAND C O UNTY.
‘time, the beauty of this wilderness
HERBERT M. HOWES,
region is a surprise for they did not
Millinocket Me.,Dee. 1 to May 1; May 1 to Dec. 1, Debsconeag, Me.
believe half that has
been
told
of the Rangeley.
Saturday Mr. and Mrs. Sol Bloom
and party went to Poland Springs
for a few days en route for
New
GOME TO OTTER POND G A M P S
8 York.
H. M. CASTNER, Prop’r.J|
The following party coming
via
This Spring and catch Trout weighing from three to five pounds any day. Big Salmon
auto from Livermore Falls to Rum- With the Best Season in History On,
too. Besides you get good Boats, a good Table and a good Time. For particulars address.
Portland,
Maine.
ford were here for the week-end.
GEORGE McKENNEY, Garatunk, Maine.
gl Mr. and Mrs. G. W. Randall of Los
House Is Filled to the
Thoroughly first class. The hotel for
Angeles, Cal., Mrs. Winslow Fuller,
Maine vacationists, tourists and sports
Miss Mary E. Stowe and Miss Mary
Roof. •
E. Pike of Livermore Falls.
men. All farm, dairy products, pork
R.
C.
Cushman
and
son,
R.
C.
and poultry from our own farm, enabl
Cushman, Jr., of Cambridge, Mass.,
Rangeley, July
30.—Lake View
ing us to serve only fresh vegetables,
who were here last season
have House is enjoying the best season in
MOOSELOOKMEGUNTIC HOUSE and LOG CA M PS
meats, butter, cream, eggs, etc.
returned for a month’s stay.
its history. At present every room
Hom s o f the big brook trout and landlocked salmon. Centrally located near the mouth
R. C. Williams of Boston is also is taken and will be until the middle
American plan. Send for circular.
of the famous Kennebago Sjtr '*~i id Rangeley Outlet. Fine Fly fishing in ponds nearby.
here for a month’s vacation.
Good auto roads. Garage r
r'onnis. Booklet. Long Distance Phone. T elegrap...
September. The guests are enjoy
A. F. Hill, Mrs. F. A. Brown and of
ing every minute of the perfect
Bft.y
:RNS,
Proprietor
Miss E. H. Brown of Lowell, Mass, weather, fishing, driving, automobil*
F R A N K L IN CO U N T Y .
are here for their first trip, remain ing, playing tennis, quoits and cro
P. 0 . Hal
.landing, Maine.
R. R. Station, Oquossc., Maine.
ing ten days in camp.
CAMP e o t h e n , l o n g
pond.
quet. They love to wralk over
the
Mr. and Mrs. Herman M. Weaver beautiful hills observing the works of
Log Cabins, with or without baths,
and family of New York city arrived nature.
Saturday for their first visit and are
open fires, pure spring water in the
Miss K. L. Moore, Mrs. Marguerite
camps, fine bathing beach, trails to
so much pleased with camp life here Moore and three children, Mrs. Hugh
HUNTING
0
that they plan for an extended stay.i Duffy and their mother, Mrs. Moore
21 ponds, good fishing and hunting. <
Let me furnish you with references of well known, reliable guides and sportsmen,
■
Six miles from Rangeley on good auto*j
who have hunted at these camps. Large and small game hunting of the very best.
0
,mSI a,U£ er ot
^
of Dorchester, Mass, are here until
mobile road.
Address S. C. Harden,
Booklets.
0 is another new comer.
Sept. 1st.
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen J. Hinley of
Rangeley, Maine.
R. B. TAYLOR, W e s t Garry Pond Gamps, Dead River, Me. 2
Mrs, Gertrude Gleason and
Baby
New York and family have taken Priscilla and Miss Francis Scharf of
r a n g eley la k e s .
Lynn Lodge for the season.
i Npw York ritv
arp booked until
•• • • • ••••••••••••••— • 0 — 0 0 0 0 —
9—
B a ld M ou n tain C a m p s a re situ a te d a t | _______________________________________________________ ________________________________________
Mrs. S. M. Marcks of New York ii Oct
™ 1st.
Clty
are
the fo o t o f B a ld M o u n ta in In a g o o d
t V W W W W V W H V W W H W 1 W W H W U H V V W H W 4 W V W W has joined Mrs. E Raphael for the
M‘iss j. Thompson, Totinsville, N.
fish in g section .
S te a m b o a t a c c o m m o d a 
remainder of the summer.
*
*
’
Y. is spending five weeks at Lake
N EW LO G
(2 2 1 M P S .
tion s O. K, T elep h on e a t ca m p s. TWO
Everyone regretted to say good- View House. She is an enthusiastic
m alls d aily . W r ite fo r fre e c irc u la rs to
by to Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Yauch and fisherwoman and is having
ONLY 1 1-2 MILES FROM RAILROAD
fair
A M O S E L L IS , Prop'r
daughter, Miss Helen, Miss Pearl success.
,
Maine
Bald M o u n tain ,
McGrath, Mrs. Mary E. Huggins,
Mrs. George Hoefer returned
to
Mrs. E. Van Vleck, Jr., Mrs. John
her home in Atlantic City, N.
J.
McCauley,
a
.
charming
party
of
New
Deer and bird shooting almost at the
For particulars address. SADDLEBACK LAKE CAM PS,
Staurday after spending three de
Yorkers,
who,
for
the
past
month
door of Hotel Blanchard. Write for
DALLAS, MAINE
have added much to the social life of lightful weeks in the Rangeleys.
booklet.
the place and will always find friends Her husband accompanied her as far
as Boston returning Sunday to re
E. H. G R O S E , Stratton, Maine.
to welcome them at The Barker.
Coming by automobile from Range- main two weeks more.
Miss Kathleen Dyer of Passaic, N.
— G REEN E’S F A R M H O U S E A N D C O T T A G E S
R A N G E L E Y , M A IN E .
ley, Mrs. Edward P. Bliss of Lexing
S c o tts C am ps, Q u lm b y Foil'd,
fa m o u s ,
ton, Mass., and her guests,
Miss J. is spending the season here.
Miss Harriet Bell of New
York
fo r fly fish in g , fiv e m iles fr o m R a n g e - j
Margaret McKay of Oklohoma and
OPEN FOR THE SEASON JUNE 15c(i
ley, tw o m ile s fr o m O qu oasoc,
good I
Rev. C. W. Huntington of Toledo, left Wednesday for Weld after en
joying three weeks at Lake View
We guarantee trout fishing every day in the season. Write or phone us and we will mee jjj Ohio dined here on Saturday.
roa d d ir e c t to ca m p s. T ra n sie n t p a r t ie s ! t
| you at Dead River Station. Summer boarders a specialty. Auto center for Dead River |!j
a cco m m o d a te d , b e st o f m eals
se rv ed
Mrs. Carrie Stin6r and daughter, House.
Miss F. Howe, friend and chauf
Region.
A. L. SAVAGE. Prop. Stratton, Maine.
T elep h on e c o n n e c t io n b y w h ic h b o a ts j j
Miss Marion B., and son, Milton M.
and a c c o m m o d a tio n s c a n be secu red . J. I
Stiner, of New York and friend, feur, stopped one day at Lake View
E. S cott, B o x 268, R a n g e le y , M aine.
j
Miss Charlotte Robinson of Pawtuck House en route to Moosehead Laj^e^
et,
R. I., arrived on Saturday
and They are touring Marne anA.-Cauaua,
-------------------------------------------------------- 2---------------I V IA N U M F O R D F A L L S .
in Mass Howe’s big Pierce-Arrow car.
Deer and P artrid ge shooting for a limited
s a lm o n and T ro u t F ish in g
J
O
N
E
S
'
C
A
M
P
S
have
taken
Camp
Nicola
to
remain
In
number of hunters at Blackwell’si camps
camps. There , , .
__
.7 . .
.
«»*»“ ***«
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Trusdale
until September.
F ly fish in g b eg in s a b o u t June
are plenty of outlying camps so each party can M aine.
have separate locality to hunt. These camps 1.
S end fo r circu la r.
H ou se a lw a y s I JONES’ CAMPS furnish as goodjiTrout and
Miss Helen Goodman of New Hav returhed to their home in Quincy,
Mass, after spending their first week
are patronized by a select class only and every open.
J o h n C h a d w ic k & C o., U p per Salmon fishing as there is in Maine. For further en, Conn, has joined her parents for
one can hunt with safety. Everything reason
among the hills of Maine, but they
information write me fo. circular.
the remainder of the season.
able guaranteed. Write for particulars and ref D am , M aine
GEO, C, JONES,
Moequito, Maine.
erences.
DION O. B LACKW ELL.
Coming in their touring car, Mrs. say it is not their last.
Round Mountain. Maine,
Dr. Hackett, The Misses Bernice,
P. J. White, Park J. White, Jr.,
Grace and Luella Russell of Farm
Herbert
Ball
and
Miss
Anna
Hoff
shape for the season of 1912 and will offer every
LO G C A M P T O L E T .
man of New York made a short ington were recent callers at Lake
inducement to Fishermen, Hunters, and Nature
On L o n g B ond.
N e a r R a n g e le y .
F iv e Lovers. For further information address.
j stay here this week while motoring View House coming by automobile.
R oom s, B r ick fire p la ce , C o o k cam p, Ice,
CLARK & TOOTHAKER
|through Maine.
S p rin g w ater. A d d ress
Lawrence P.
Goldstein of New
Pleasant Island. Oxford County. Maine.
GEO. H . S N O W M A N ,
S P O R T IN G N O T E S
Send for Booklet.
i York is here for his first visit.
R angeley,
Main
Last week a young deer, only
a
few days old was found at Houghton
Carrabasset, Maine.
in a very exhausted condition. It was j My friend, John F. Royal, of B. F.
W A S H IN G T O N C O U N T Y .
'Carrabassett S pring Farm and C ottages—Un
sent to Capt. Barker, who got per- Keith’s, Boston, writes me from Bretifier New Management. Thoroughly renovated.
mission from the State Fish
and con Woods, N. H., that he has placed
OUANANICHE LODGE
Best of fishing and hunting. An ideal place to
Game Commission to keep the little some advertising for the Keith inter.■spend your summer vacation. Famous CarrabasSUNSET CAMPS
■:sett Spring W ater served at all times. For fur-I
,
creature and it is hoped with good ests at the highest point in New EngNORWAY PINES HOUSE & CAMPS
ther particulars address.
Lake Pariin House and Lamps, care it will soon be the pet of the land, in other words, on the very tip of
Grand Lake Stream Co.,
“ Owners.”
N. CHAMPAGNE.
Are delightfully situated on shore of Barker.
[ Mt. Washington. “ Johnnie,” who is
Fishing
Spring Farm. Carrabasset. Maine.
_ unexcelled. Ouananiche Brook and
Almost any time of day one ca n ! widely known among newspaper men
_______________________________________________
Lake Trout. As a vacation proposition not beaten Lake Partin on direct line from Quebec
_
_
I and only equalled by few places in the state. to R a n g e le y Lakes, p op u la r
thorough- count from five to twenty-five boats throughout New England, thinks that
V IA R A N G E L E Y .
Good Hunting. Old-fashioned hospitality. Cook- fa re for automobiles, bedng a
distance at anchor in the lake, from which this establishes a world’s record for
z o r k ’a C am ps L o o n L ak e. A d d re ss J. Lng with the Grandmother flavor.
No territory
of 122 m iles each w a y .
! the fisherman has dropped the hook, height for theatrical advertising. He
L e w is Y o rk . R an geley , M aine. B o o k le t. I can touch it as a canoeing center. Circulars.
W. G- ROSE, Manager.
Lake Pariin and the 12 out ponds in Hue and sinker. Everyone catches carried the poster to the top of the
Grand Lake Stream.
the ra d iu s of four miles furnish
the fish, but only five record ones have mountain like the character made faON r a n g e l e y l a k e .
Washington County. Maine
206 Milk St. Boston. Mass best of fly Ashing the
w h a le season, this” week been recorded. Dr. Wm. I ® o u s ' n .t *ie„P oemi who kept crying,
M in g o S p rin g H o te l and C am ps. T h e
T jie h ou se an d ca m p s a re n ew a n d h a v e Beam of Khartown, Africa, who
isj Excelsior,
m o st a ttr a c tiv e p la ce a t the R an gel eys.
all mo"4**vn c o n v e n ie n ce s ,
su ch
as spending vacation days here recordA d v a n c e b o o k in g a d v ised .
A d d re ss A - 1 C A T A N C E L A K E .
_____
___
When the narrow gauge road was
a 3-lb salmon
and__a____
3 -lb trout
S. P erh am , R a n g e le y , M aine.
| Besfr o f S alm on an d T r o u t fish in g . bath s, g a s lig h ts, o p en r o c k fire p la ce s, |
etc.
T h e cu isin e Is u n ex celled .
--------- •
- ------------------------------------------------ -------------! A ls o all k in d s o f g a m e In season. In C. P. Fay, Jr., of Chicopee Falls, I built from Farmington to Phillips there
RAN GELEY LAK ES.
fo rm a tio n a n d T erm s fu rn ish ed o n
apC an oeing,
boating, bathing, tennis, Mass, a 3 V2 -l\) salmon. Mrs. E. R. were about 100 wooden trestles beO am p Beanls, T h e B irch e s, T h e B arker, p lica tion .
P riv a te b o a rd in g h ou se, F. mountaln climbing, aufcomobiling, etc.
Raphael of New York, * with Chas. j tween the two villages.
When the
W r ite fo r fr e e circ u la r.
C a p t F C O K e ith , C oop er, M aine.
Write fo r booklet
Record guide a 3y> and a 4'lb sal- Fairbanks trestle is filled in, on which
H . p McKENNEY, P ro p rie to r,
mon b’ut there are'as big fish
lu work is now progressing, the last WoodB a rk er, Beanls, M aine.
KENNEBEC COUNTY.
Jackman,
M aine. t h e lake ag ever have been caught, f n trest‘e on ^
1wifi have been
and it is the question, “ Who
will Idon® away
Within the past few
land thorn?”
weeks some 400 yards ot granite conThis place is famous for the Early
SPECIAL RATES
One of the best known lawyers of fraction have been put in at this
Trout Fishing and Excellent Guides.
W IN T E R V I L L E , M A IN E .
R od E lv e r C am ps, B e a u itfu l p la c e
fo r
v acation s.
B est o f fish in g .
T. H
T w eed le.

LAKE VIEW HOUSE
IS NEWSY PLACE

WEST END
HOTEL

Best ot Trout Fishing on a Fly

RED OAKS LODGE & COTTAGES

IN

THE

Woods o f Maine
King and Bartlett Camps, 2,000 fee
above sea level, unexcelled for trout

Ashing or an outing. Individual cab
ins, open wood fires, excellent cuisin
fin« natural lithia spring water, mag
nificent scenery. Renew your health
in the balsam-laden air of Maine’s
Ideaj. resort. Address

H ARRY M. PIERCE,
King wnd Bartlett Camps,
Address, Farmington, Me until the
eeastn opens.

OXFORD C O U N TY .

U P T O N , M A IN E .
D u rk ee’s Cam p.
O n L a k e U m b a g o g an
C a m b rid g e R iver.
B e e t o f D e e r and
D u ck hu nting. E x ce lle n t F ly F ish in g and
T rollin g fo r Salm on an d S qu are T a iled
T rout
T. A. D u rkee, P ro p , U p ton , Me

BELGRADE LAKES MAINE
Open May 25,1912
Goal hoe coakin?. Spring: water E le ctric
lights. Baths. Camp life with modern convenienc
es Best o f Bass, Trout and Salmon fishing.
Booklet and rates on application.
Red Oaks Lodge Company
C. B. BRIDGES, Manager.
LONG POND DAM TROUT
and salmon pool. Y ou’ ve heard o f it. The best
fishing in Maine, and the earliest fly fishing.
Bath, hot and cold water, All conveniences.
TROUT BROOK C AM PS, Maekamp, Maine
It. WALKER, Prop.

to parties staying two weeks or more during
July, Aug., and Sept. Good fly fishing guaranteed
in small ponds. Send for circular,
C. A. SPAULDING.
Caratunk. Maine.

GARRY POND CAMPS
Good accommodations for Spring Fishermen.
Summer Guests and Fall Hunters. Send for
booklet.
HENRY J. LANE.
Carry Pond, Maine

Bear S pring Cam ps-Fishing, Hunting, good
food and up-to-date camps. All the pleasure you
expect. The place where you go home satisfied,
that you have got your money’s worth. W rite G.
B E L G R A D E L A K E S , M A IN E .
D. Mosher & Son, Oakland, Maine. A fter June
T h e B elgra de.
B ea t S p ortsm en 's H otel j 1st, Belgrade Lakes,'Maine,
in N e w England.
B e s t b la ck b a ss fis h - |----------------------------------------ln g in the w orld , b e s t trou t fish in g in
! Come to CHASE P O N D M aine.
CSias. N . HUM & S on. M anagers
1’11use you right.
j There are plenty of trout that are ready to bite.
Jamaica Point Camps
Write for circular.
Best Sportsman’s Camps on the Belgrade Lake.
Each camp has telephone and bath. 150 acre farm
GUY CHADBGURNE.
in connection. Circulars. Address. Marshall &
Bingham, Maine.
Stone. Oakland, Me., after May 15th. Belgrade
Lakes. Maine.
________

SOMERSET COUNTY.
J A C K M A N , M A IN E .
L a k e P a rk . B e a u tifu lly situ a ted o n the
shore o f L a k e W ood .
A u toln g , M o to r 
ing, T ro u t a n d S alm on flashing.
17
m iles otf lak e a n d 60 m iles o f river
boa tin g. T w in Islan d C am ps at S kinner.
E A B ooth m an.

w ear

OlIITTTTnil T h is W in te r

rubbers

IT PAYS TO A DVERTISE IN M AINE
WOODS.
LOW A D V E R TIS 
ING RATES.

com dan vFwithtJhi
rien d s^ D
nd j gineer
dmas
Toofhaker,
company
with his^ friends
Drr^ and
onter
theWalter
job being
clinto’nthSPenPlum.
•
r+t’ f f LV,GanS’ aie greatly delighte j
who jg ajg0 jn charge of the conwRh life here and plan to make
a A c t i o n work at Sanders
stay of several weeks.
Miss Helen M. MacLead of Evans
ton, 111., who for several weeks.has
been visiting Miss
Florence « E.
Barker started homeward Monday.
Mdms. Annie Baldwin and lone
Walker, sisters of Madame Nordica,
who are spending the summer at Nor
ton Woods in Farmington, are very
fond of automobiling. They have made
a number of trips about the county of
late, the most recent being a ride to |
Phillips where they called on friends,
including Hon. and Mrs. N. P. Noble
and the Man on the Job. The Mdms. 1
Baldwin and Walker take great delight;
in their summer home at Norton Woods i
where the celebrated prima donna first |
saw the light of day.

The Dead River Country is the finest deer hunt
ing region in £\aine, and S prin g L a k e js in the center
o f this country.
W rite to John Garville, S p rin g
L ake, £\aine, for full inform ation.
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THE CALL OF THE WILD

INTRODUCING THE

J-ohn Tissen of The Chimes
and
for 25 years superintendent of The
But after a time Mr. Tissen, beg
>
pardon, “ John," got tired of city
life. He wanted the wroods, wild

PRICE 4 CENTS

AN EXCITING BEAR HUNT

STATE OF MAINE! John Carville of Spring Lake Tells a Story
----of the Deep Woods

Lured John Tissen from Post in Lambs Club.
For 25 years John
Tissen was
superintendent of the Lambs club
in New York. During those years
lie made the acquaintance of nearly
every actor of prominence in
the
world.

1912

life, distance from the maddening , n
^
o{ Maine W oods
crowd. In this he was joined
by
Mrs. Tissen. \
You Will Find the Charms of
About that time John’s friend,
Mr. Bell, the English actor,
who
the State Pictorially Described
owned “ The Chimes" estate on the

John B. Carville, the proprietor
of Spring Lake camps in the Dead
River region was .quietly eating his
noon day lunch. John was on
a
hunting trip.
Suddenly he heard
a noise.
Looking up he saw
as

sat up on his haunches, 150 yards
distant. The 30-30 rifle oracked, but
bruin was off almost instantly.
John had tried for the spine,
be
tween the foreshoulders. He
felt
that he had scored a miss. While

What’s the use!
The Rangeley Lakes and
Dead
River regions have been written
up from every angle bright minds
could discover. Thousands and tens
of thousands of readers have been
told that this section has magnificent
views, remarkably clear and stimuiat
ing air and all the other fixings that
go to make up an ideal summer re
sort section.
Therefore what’s the use of going
all over this ground again? We take
the bits in our teeth and say, “ no
use." As a matter of fact Maine I
Woods has determined to present
his “ automobile."
Mr. Tissen was ( the most of this
feature of the
Two bears killed at Spring Lake. At the right is John B. Carville of
Lambs Club, New York.
Rangeley and Dead
River regions Spring Lake camps, at left, Howard Steel of Philadelphia, Penna., and
KiQg & Bartlett
buckboard road, [ pictorially. How well we have suc-| standing, P. M. Taylor, Flagstaff, who guided Mr. Steel.
decided that he
wanted to sell, ceeded or failed the reader
can
John decided that he wanted to b u y . best determine for himself by glanc- pretty and sleek looking a bear as the bear was running like a blade
one would care to gaze upou.
streak, broadside on, John
fired
ing through this edition.
(Continued on page sixteen).
John lost all interest in his lunch. I again. Then the bear sped directly
All Maine is a
playground
in
He picked up his rifle and the ibear
(Continued on page sixteen).
1summer for
thousands of people.
Yparly rue w t of travel MaUpward
grows. (Wonder it this is a trite
expression). But Maine is a large
state and there is room for
more
vacationists. We have the
goods
in the line of pure air, scenery, fish
and game and other attractions to
exchange for the stuff that makes
the United States treasury interest
! ing.
Therefore, let everybody come!
° n t^3t
ta^ e Lnd ' n the northwest portion
of Maine, where the general elevation is 1500

5 /5 e RANGELEY LAKES D F f l f l N
and
DF.AD RIVER I v L u l U l l
DEAD
cituat6(j

S*=

feet.

SPORTSMEN

From this high table land rise innumerable hills and mountains,

some of them to a height of nearly 5000 feet.

en route for any of the Dead
River resorts should plan to

The Scenery

stop for a few days at

H O T E L SAR G E N T
EUSTIS, MAINE

Eating one of Ball’s Camps’ Famous Lunches.

T h e best of hunting and

streams and spring-fed lakes, the camps and hotels up to date, with all mod
ern conveniences; the train and automobile stage line service most excellent,
and the time required to reach this perfect recreation land from Boston is
about ten hours.

Phillips, Maine, will bring you a beautiful little booklet in colors, descriptive

Finest

the comforts of a modern up-

“ Go to Ball's Gamps?’

Fishing in

to-date hotel when you want

the country.

the air pure and clear, the waters sparkling

fishing right at our door, with

W hy do they all say,

There’s a Reason.

in this whole region is grand beyond description,

A postal card to the General Passenger Department,

of this territory.

good food and sweet repose.
I

Booklet for the asking.

FR AN K t\. B A L L , P ro p ’r., Grand L ake S trea m ,M e.
—

T|

Take a Real Vacation
Send for booklet to

» A .. M

BATHING

GRAND LAKE STREAM Go.,

CANOEING

Grand Lake Stream,

FISHING

Big Game CARTRID G ES

Peters Steel Reinforced Shells — reinforced in the head and rim — “ steel where
steel belongs” —are superior to any shell made.
T hey protect the user and shoot perfectly
in any gun. 0 Ask your dealer.
If he happens to be out of Peters Ammunition, he will
get it at your request. Accept no substitute.
Illu stra te d B o o k le t a n d “ S p o r t s m e n ’s H a n d y B o o k ” ,
w ith la te s t g a m e la w s — F R E E .
W r ite fo r th e m .

Branches:

New York

RIDDLE’S PHARMACY

•

velocity and are absolutely uniform. T o develop the highest
shooting efficiency of your gun, use Peters C artridges .

THE PETER S C A R TR ID G E CO.

W. G. ROSE, Mgr.

In Maine’s Most Favored Section

U C C E S S F U L big game hunting depends on
the a ccu ra cy and k illin g p o w e r o f your
ammunition.
P eters C a rtrid g e s have extreme accuracy, high

HUNTING

Washington County, Me.

First Nat’l Bank Bldg., CINCINNATI, U.S.A.
New Orleans
San Francisco

DRUGS and DRUGGIST SUNDRIES
‘ ‘

Where your patronage is appreciated.

’ ’

H. C. R ID D L E , Ph. C.

B

EST
and DEER
’IRD

HUNTING
H. E. Harlow, Dead River, Me.
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which emanate therefrom.
What, you ask, was the exper
ience with the bear that makes me
so peevish?
I will tell you.
I.t took place up on Indian Stream,
which flows into Connecticut lake.
L. Roberts.
I was trying to master the art of
casting a fly in such a manner that
the
hook, which was concealed clev
aior.s are always to be seen stand
erly among the whiskers of the fly
ing around the front of the bear dens
would not turn on me as soon as
in our leading zoological parks and
I had got it behind my head and
regarding .1 ir playful gum boh- with
out of sight, and bite me right in
as I said before, admiration, fondness*
,
i
„ ,
T : southeast corner of my pants,
benevolence and even affection.
I
*
.
I had been working hard for at least
have stood in front of bear dens
,
* . . . . . ..,
,
,
x
„
. .____ two hours, and the hook had bitten
when the smell that emerged from
'
,,
, .
„„„ .
me so many times that the water of
them was enough to nauseate
a T ,
.
, ,
,
,
.
, ,, ,
.. . ___* Indian stream, which- was naturally
hor.se—-and the horse, as you all kno#
'
•
,
I*
broken and restless and uneasy, was
is one of the most difficult creatures
,
,
„ all f.at'.ened out and oily from the
under the sun to nauseate—and ev*
^
+i
ery other
person that*. stood there lareG number of hoarse .throatyJ curs*
. , .
,.
..
..
„ __A es wnich I had injected into the surlust hung his mouth wide open and
J
,
rounding atmosphere.
We always
inhaled those smells without a
I
single sign of discomfort, and laugh went through the same routine.
would
snap
my
rod
back
just
as
I
ed and chuckled and giggled every
had been told, and (then start
to
time one of those bears moved.
bring it forward .through the unresist*
ing air, when suddenly the fly would
EVEN SING BEAR SONGS.
light on my pants, and a
second
later
the
hook
would
be
chewing
Why, .the admiration of the popu
lace for the bear has even
been large pieces of raw meat out of my

THE GREAT BIG BEAUTIFUL BEAR
By Kenneth

The bear, as lie is known to the
average citizen of our well-known
world, is an object of admiration and
esteem, not to say fondness, benev
olence and even affection. In proof
of this statement, I have only
to
call your attention to the vast resi
dences which are provided for them
in the zoological parks of our leading
cities, and the toleration with which
the adjacent residents regard
the
noxious odors which are wafted from
the bears to the nearby dwelling
places.
It is useless for you to deny the
fact itha.t a select company of heal
thy bears gives out a sort of high,
fulsome, noisesome, rancid, reasty,
tainted, musty, frouzy, suffocating,
mephitic, empyreumatic, putrid odor
that makes a glue factory smell by
comparison like the justly celebrat
ed odors of Araby the Blest.
I
never got a whiff of Araby
the
Blest, but I have been told on good
authority that when the wind is in
the right .quarter, this district would
make the perfumery counter of
a
drug store look pretty sick. And a
glue factory is something awful!
KNOWS HOW BEARS SMELL.

You know the song.
put into song.
It goes:
“ See them throw
their
It’s a bear!
shoulders in the air!
It’s a bear!
It’s a bear! W ow !”
And when a bear can break into
select, high-claiSs, universally ad
mired lyrics, he is certainly getting
along in the world.
Now we are beginning to get a
little nearer to the kernel of all this
nutty talk.
Why, I ask you im

Anyway, it is useless for you to pressively, wiping the perspiration
with
deny that bears have just the op from the tips of my fingers
posite kind of smell from Araby the the printer’s towel, and swinging the
Blest, because I have smelt bears, towel against a nearby fly with a

and I know.
Consequently I would
not believe you even if you denied
it.
I would merely argue that you
had never seen a bear.
If you said
that you had seen a bear, and con
tinued to deny my stuff about the
smell, I would retort sneeringly that
you must have been looking at a
woodchuck, and that your cowardly
nature led you to think that you
were looking at a bear.
And at
that, woodchucks are none too sweet.
I once knew of a woodchuck that
—but I started to talk about bears,
and I must not wander from
my
subject.
•* .Let us see.
Where was I? (Busi
ness of wading back through the
accumulated mass of words and try
ing to discover the subject in hand.)
Ah yes, we were discussing the pop
ularity of the bear with the average
citizen; and as I was saying,
no
matter how badly the bear
does
smell—and he certainly does smell
—a large crowd of interested spect-

dull, sickening thud in order to em*
phasize my question more thorough
ly—WHY should this bear smell of
fend me to such an extraordinary
degree, while it does not affect the
average citizen who comes miles to
see the playful brutes playing around
in their cages?
Why is it?
I
pause for a reply.
(Business
of
pausing.)
There is no answer, so
I will tell you.
I will confess to
you why it is that the bear smell
gives me slow shooting pains.
It is because I have had an exper
ience with a bear.
A BEAR EXPERIENC E.

There is the whole secret of the
bear .question in a few words.
Ex
perience is the nub of the secret. If
more people had been through ex
periences with bears, they
would
not be so all-fired anxious to nudge
close up against the front exposure
of a bear den am.d inhale the fumes

MANY A TIME
IN THE WOODS
You Will Want These

W ater Can’t W et
Your M atches

if you carry Mar
ble’s Match Box.
Only big as iogaupe shell, made of
seamless brass nickeled.
Rubber gasket in cover
makes it wholly moistureproof. Can’ t lose cover.
50 ce n ts— m ay save your
life som etim e.

Can’t L ose This
Trusty Compass
Waterproof screw case.
Double safety pin b r a c k e t snaps on coat or b elt TO
ST A Y . W on ’t mislead, and
may save your getting lost.

This “ Ideal” Knife
made of GOOD steel, handy I
shape, great fo r sticking, skin
ning, or cam p use. L lg h ta n d com
pact but hugely strong. Blades 5 to 8 In

M ARB^S
Famous Safety A x e
Fits the pocket yet will fell an 6-inch
tree In five minutes. L ead-lined springhinge guard precludes accidents. Staunch,,
kee»*cdged and invaluable to campers.
Sportsmen's supplym en sell these and j
Marble s Came Getter Gun. Ask yours!
Send his name and getfree sample NitrOSolvent Oil, Valuable Art Folder and
Catalog oi Sixty Outinjj Specialties. ^

AUG. 1, 1912.

MARBLE’S
fiAME fiETTER fiUN

fe

f Hit Fair!
i j Justth eG u n J]"
fo r fis h e r -jo
men. Upper
b a r r e l . 2 2 ; II
lo w e r . 4 4 ; F
shot or ball. |
H andy,com - I
’ pact— a hard |
hitter— accu- |
rate— reliable }
—Ready in minute—always at p «
hand—in holster. Barrel 12—
15 and 18 inch.
Accurately tested and sighted^
before leaving our hands—
a good gun for every lover
of the great outdoors.
Stock
Ask your dealer for it.
Folds;
Send for free catalog of
Shoul
gun and 60 other Marble
der
pleasure-givers for sports
Holtter
men and outers.
MARBLE ARMS & MFG. CO
’ t*li.

Gladstone, Mi< k

Free.

laiter and describe that bear, I would
have done so gladly; for I thought
that my one glance fixed him firm
ly on my memory.
I would have
sadd that this bear was very black
and very large.
I would have es
timated his length as being not
under 17 feet from nose .to
tail,
and I would have said thait he stood
at least five and one-half feet in
height.
His eyes, I would
have
said, glowed like coals of fire, and
measured between five and
seven
inches in diameter.
1 would have
finished up with a description of his
jaws.
I would have said, that his
jaws were much more like tthe jaws
of a crocodile than .the jaws of a
bear.
In fact, I w'ould have said
that if this creature had not been
wearing fur, his mouth alone would
have led me to believe that I was
looking at a crocodile.
I would
have said that his teeth were three
or four inches in length, and drip
ping with blood.

the stream and were crossing toward
a small, dark object which was ly 
ing upon the opposite shore.
“ IS T H A T YOUR BEAR?”

I climbed down and crossed after
them, and when I finally got across
one of the men kicked the small,
dark object and said in a tone of
disgust and loathing: “ Is that your
hear?”
I took a look at iit, and seeing that
it was only about two feet long, and
that it looked more like a puppydog than a bear, I disclaimed all
acquaintanceship with him.
Then the men looked around for
the tracks of the big one, but they
found that the little one was the
only bear whLch had been down to
the shore of Indian stream in that
vicinity during the day.
I have no use for a bear.
They
smell, and I doubt if they take a
bath more than once a month during
the summer months. I know they
MADE A LONG JUMP.
don't ait any other season of the
year. How anyone can see anything
As I said, I took one look at him, in a bear is more than I can see.
and then I started after the guide, I wouldn’t walk ten feet to see
my thought being to tell him one.
Do you get me?
anatam>'* Sometime I am going to
me
write an essay on the carnivorous to corue on back and watch
Iirul'cUB|tU«0 of the common or gfttttal kill the bear with my bare hands. I
as
artificial fly.
I would much rather wanted to catch up with him
ta.-;e a c lance on a cannibal island soon as possible, so that I could
than in a fillin g tackle store sur get back and let the fly go on bit
rounded by trout flies.
Well, any ing me; so I jumped from the spot
For over a quarter of a century
way, as soon as ithe fly started to where I was standing to the bank.
and Silas Chapman and
Charles
E.
bite me, I would give rent to a low, 1 later measured this jump,
have
thrilling curse, and turn quickly tow found that it measured 22 feet, 7 Billings o f Hartford, Conn.,
small been visiting the Rangeley and Dead
ard the southeast corner of my pants. inches, thus smashing into
pieces the intercollegiate record for River regions.
They are great
ThU aetloa 011
B*n wouW cauBe
standing broad jump.
My jump chums and great fishermen, never
m>’ Iett Iw t tc sUP suddenly from the
carried me part way up the bank, going hunting. For many
years
the lock 011 wMoh lt was
“ 1 and I got up the rest of the distance ! their happy fishing grounds
have
my -ight foot to fly from three to
where
eight feet in the air. I would then by a clever use of my teeth, legs, been located at Tim pond,
fall heavily but surely into the wat arms, and the fishing pole.
When I got to the top of
the
ers of Indian stream, and swallow
three and one-half gallons of unus bank, I glanced hastily ahead of me 1
ually wet water.
At this point the to see if I could see the guide. 1 1
guide would step forward, grasp my could not, so I hastened after him.
throat tightly in his left hand, so In fact, I may say that I did some
that I wouldn’ t swallow the entire of the beat hastening that was e v -!
I made the three miles to
stream and thus spoil the fishing er done.
the
settlement
in 13 minutes
and ]
of all those who were following us,
yank me to my feet , and cut the 22 seconds, which is very close to
got
artificial fly out of my pauts. When the world’s record. When I
the real action of ithis bear story be .to the settlement, I asked, a man
gan, the entire southern exposure who was sitting out in front of the
my
of mv pants looked like an extra j&tore whether he had seen
CH AS. E. BILLINGS.
guide and he said that he had seen
large sieve or cojiander.
him passing through about
eight the “ fish bite every day in the sea
minutes before, and that the guide son ”
TRIED TO DRINK UP RIVER.
nad told him at that time that he
Both men keep tabs on their
It was the 37th time that the fly had just remembered that he forgot dai’ y and annua1 catches by means
had bitten me 'that day—or it may to put the cream in the ice chest of counters, similar to those used
have been .the 3Sth—and I bad just after breakfast and that he wanted by men counting people In a crowd.
a
fallen into the water with a splash to get home and do it before his Every time either man catches
The guide trout the string is pulled and another
like an anchor going overboard. The wife found out about it.
water of Indian Stream was coursing therefore made the three miles in a “ fare is rung up.”
is
merrily down my throat, and I was trifle over five minutes, which
wondering why the guide didn’t grab no: half bad going, for a guide.
me and shut the flow.
I
must
BLEW BREATH IN FACE.
have taken in seven or eight gal
lons, instead of my usual three and
Well, I told the man at .the store
a half, when it occurred to me to
open my eyes and see what the guide about this enormous bear which had
was doing.
So I opened them. Fort come out and blown his hot breath
unately they were just above water in. my face; and the man said that
level, and the first thing which I if what I was telling him was true,
because
saw was the figure of my guide— it was very interesting;
maybe shape would be better be bears as large as elephants had not
cause he had a poor figure.
No, been, seen in that section since the
shape won’t do either, because he year of the big fog.
He went around to a few of the
didn’t have any shape.
His gener
SILAS CHAPMAN, JR.
al conformation was that of a drink houses nearby, and several determ
Messrs. Billings and Chapman visit
ined
looking
characters
came
out
of water.
Anyway, the first thing
ed the Rangeley region first, in the
which I saw was the guide, and he with rifles and looked me over and
primitive days of
the stage
and
When -they had
was easing hionself up the bank of heard my story.
buckboard. But of late years they
they
the stream as though someone on heard it, they told me that
have forsaken their first love
for
top of the bank were offering him a would accompany me back to the the Dead river region.
I got one of them to cut
hundred dollars in regular
money. stream.
Both men are very prominent in
my business life in Hartford, Mr. Billings
Even as I looked, he reached the the hook out of the back of
top of the bank, and looked around pants, and to put the rod, which I being the head of the great hardware
the manufacturing firm of Billings
at me.
Then he pointed over my had dragged behind me all
&
head to the opposite side
of the time that I was chasing the guide, Spencer.
stream; and a second later he disap in the store until I should come back
On a recent visit to Tim pond, Mr.
Then we started back to Chapman caught, on the fly, (and
peared like a shadow, as the story for it.
the stream.
books say, into the bushes.
returned to the water) 223 trout in
When we finally arrived
there, 48 hours’ fishing.
FLY IN REAR OF “ PANTS.”
several of the strongest and brav
est of the men crept on their hands
I at once rose to my feet in as and knees to the edge of ithe stream.
dignified manner as iit is possible to A second later a fusilLade of shots
display when yon are standing on rang out upon the summer air. -We
slippery rocks, and are suffering dashed to the bank, and saw* that the
from a sawtoothed fly in the rear skirmishing force had plunged into
of the pants.
I then cast a look
behind me, to see what had made
*!•
the guide .go thence, as you might V
say.
Immediately I knew.
On the
opposite bank of the stream stood
a bear.
If I had been asked to
❖ that Lakewood Camps may b* reached over good roads by machine.
go on, a witness stand 15 minutes
T h ose contemplating this trip should address us for full particulars,

“ THEY RING UP
ALL FISH CAUGHT’"

AUTOMOBILE FATTIES SHOULD REIVE TUBER

£ which will be gladly furnished.

| CAPT.

E. F. COBURN, LAKEWOOD CAMPS, |
Middledam,
.
Maine.
$

M a r b le A r m s & M fg . C o .,
550 Delta Are., Gladstone, Mich.
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WELL KNOWN WOMEN SHOTS WHO ARE
MUCH INTERESTED IN TRAP SHOOTING
By "Dick Wiltse.”
With the coming of that event, the
Grand American Handicap, held this
year at Springfield, 111., interest in
trap shooting circles naturally re
vives, while to the individual a new
stimulus is added, awakening ambi
tion and hope for distinction in the
greatest of all modern sports.
Trap shooting as a means of rec
reation enjoys a unique distinction

"weaker sex,” which term should be
abolished from the American vocabu*
lary.
Althoug'li there are many men who
'.lo not care to compete with a lady
at the traps, fo-r the most part it
is recognized that she wields a re*
fining influence, and where there
would otherwise be a certain amount
of roughness, even of a friendly na
ture, her presence demands unity,

we also find the names of Mrs. FW. Butler ("Annie Oakley” ),
the
most famous shot the world has ever known; Mrs. Gordon W. Lillie,
whose illustrious husband, more fam.iliarly known as "pawnee Bill," need
no introduction to the public; Mrs,
a . W. Butler, of Chanute, Kan.; Mrs.
Stuart (nee Nellie Bennett), of Oklahoma City; Mrs. Hough awant, of
Iowa; Annie Rerker ("Nan Hogan” ),
whose title of champion wing shot
na.s never been contested; Mrs. Har
riet Tubbs and Mrs. Edwin Saxon,
both of Oklahoma; Mrs. Johnson and
Mrs. Nett-ie B. Shattuck ("Hunttress), whose work in Minnesota tour
naments made them conspicuous trap
shooters.

noble, if not gentle, sport with the
gun, but at the present time it would
scarcely be thought feasible owing
to ,the wideness in distribution of

CARTHAGE MAN A
FAMOUS HUNTER
There have been
many mighty
hunters fci Carthage and Weld. For
years stories of bear hunts
have
come from that section of
Maine,
some of them more than equalling
those of the Oxford county hills.
For several years Evander C. Jud*
kins, who is one of the most pros-

Nearly every section of the coun
try has its quota of enthusiastic
lady trap shooters, and this form
of recreation has been very properly
termed "the sport alluring” as
it
has an attraction almost irresistible
to these who have tested the pleas
ure of friendly contests of skill at
the traps.
The South has many lady devotees
of trap shooting in addition to those

MRS. T. E. SAXON.

MRS. E. W. BELKNAP.
apart from all other American sports,
In no other pastime is found such
gatherings of clean, broadjminded
men, and no other gatherings savor of such fraternal feeling
and
friendly rivalry.
From a financial
standpoint, trap shooting has much
to recommend it in comparison to
other popular sports, while the benefit derived from the combined exhilaration and the exercise in the
open air prove a full compensation,
No other sport has appealed
so
strongly to the general public, while
the healthy growth of gun clubs
throughout the country demonstrates
that trap shooting is no fad;
it
has come to stay and to continue
growing and to provide means of
wholesome, healthful recreation in
years to come when wing shooting
JEor the gun lover will be a more

courtesy, and serves to eliminate oth
er unpleasant features one
might
find in a crowd of good fellow's. Chicago furnishes a number of fair
devotees of the gun, the scores from
the Chisago Gun club showing week!y the names of Mesdames, Fetherston, Cutler, Taggert and Miss SulLivan.
Mi's. Carson, a shot of disdo-uinu. raises the score of
the
South Shore Gun club of the same
city.
From St. Louis we have Mrs.
Crossman and Mrs. Burrow-s, who before her marriage was Nettie King,
and known throughout the country
for her remarkable shooting. Mrs.
O. L. Garl, of Alabama, and Mrs.
Snooks, whose home is in Danville,
III., are regular club members and
their names appear each week before a score that would ma.ke any
MISS ANNIE RIEKER.

MRS. AD. TOPPERWEIN.
difficult proposition than in
the; nan proud.
present day.
Miss Alice Ives lit has been shocitAs a means of diversion for the lug again in various tournaments in
ladies, trap shooting is gaining in Ohio and her name always appears
popularity, quite noticeably during among the best of the contestants,
the past year, and many devout en* I In making a resume of ladies in
thusmsts are found among the trap shooting circles of recent years

A U T O M O B IL IN G
in Kennebec county is a constant delight be
cause the roads are kept n proper condition.

THE NEW AUGUSTA HOUSE, Augus'.a, Me.,
is a joy to the automohilist. There is a new
garage adjoining the hotel under the super
vision of a skilled mechanic. Write W IL R U R
F. E M E R S O N , Manager, Augusta, Maine,
for a booklet.

heretofore specified.
Mrs. L . E.
Lantz, of J-acksonburg, W. Va., has
shown a very creditable degree of
skill, reaching an 85 per cent aver
age before she had shot more than
1,200 targets.
She is skillful also in
rifle shooting and is fond of field
shooting.
Mrs. Carl Schilling is an expert;
In trap shooting and shows
equal
skill in the use of (the rifle.
Al
though small in size—weighing less
than one hundred pounds—her scores
are large and her vivacity and keen
enthusiasm are of a nature to en
thuse others of her sex.
Baltimore is noted for its
clubs
devoted to :he outdoor life and heal
thy pastimes.
Many ladies partici
pate in these outdoor recreations,
an-J. although their scores seldom ap
pear in print—the competition being
purely social—excellent scores have
been made.
Then there is Mrs. Belknap of Wy
oming, N. Y., who advocated a Na
tional League of Lady Trap Shoot
ers; while last of all, and perhaps
most consistent of any in shooting
and in running perfect scores,
is
Mrs. Topperwein, the trap shot and
rifle expert, who is the only woman
at present shooting in the
Grand
American Handicap.
We wish there
were more.
It has been suggested—as before
stated—that an organization be e f
fected for those ladies who love the

EVANDER C. JUDKINS AND THE LARGE BLACK BEAR
HE
SHOT IN THE CARTHAGE
..CODS SOME
TIME AGO.
,
4

MISS ALICE KOSHT.
the ones -who would otherwise glad
ly strive to make this possible.
However, with the increased popular
ity of trap shooting, ,the
coming
years are likely to bring good and
permanent results.—The Sportsmen’s
Review.

t -.ous farmers in that region, has
hunted at times and has scored
^ thin the past few years 12 foxes,
21 deer and three bears.
"I enjoy hunting,” said Mr. Jud
kins, in an interview with a Maine
Woods reporter,” and have had ex
cellent luck all my life with gun and
. rifle.”

CLAWS, FEATHERS or ANTLERS?
Gue3ts at Spring Like Cimos can short DESS, BEAR or BIRDS as they may
prefer. This is no Idle Assertion. ARE YOU A REAL HUNTER? If so, write

JOHN B. CARVILLE, SPRING LAKE, ME.,
for further particulars.

HUNTING SEASON OPENS SEPT. 15-
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ABOUT THE BIRTH
OF MAINE WOODS

largely to these interests, and still
holds the field against all comers
who have sought to invade it. Under
the management of the J. W. Brackett
company the paper, as the
Maine
Woods, has won a large clientage

Also Some Facts about the Grow
ing Up from Babyhood to Its
Present Size.
The only newspaper of its kind in
the world!
This is the best description that can
be written in nine words of Maine
Woods, the newspaper that weekly
carries the message of the
woods
and lakes of Maine to thousands of
people all over the world.
It has grown from a baby country
weekly to a full fledged recreation
newspaper through the loyalty and
encouragement of its ever increasing
army of friends. There are over 6500
people on its list today.
Maine Woods was born during
September, 1878 and its daddy was
O .M .Moore, who likes to call him
self “ The Old Man” and who
now
lives on a farm at South Strong.
But Maine Woods was not Maine
Woods then. That name came later.
At the time of its nativity it
"was
called the Phillips phonograph, a
name that it wore on the first page
for some years.
There were two ideas in the head
of the promotor of the Phonograph
at the inception of the paper, one
being the advocacy of the building
of the Sandy River Railroad, which
was in the promotion stage at the
time, and the other and permanent
idea was to elaborate and conserve
the fishing, hunting and resort in
terests of this portion of the state.
The Phonograph was the first
paper in the state to devote itself

“ on of spiders -with their promise
of
tribulation and anguish for the five! The paper was but barely
years in which Mr. Moore was
the its feet" when sold, and Mr. Moore good things close at hand.
For fifty-two weeks out of each
owner and editor. In establishing graciously acknowledges that the J.
year and for the nominal sum
of
the paper, Mr. Moore was aided byi
W. Brackett company is entitled to the
One Dollar, the Maine Woods does
a loan from Abner Toothaker, the
well known former wealthy resident |credit for having made the present all of this, besides furnishing a vast
success which
has come to the deal of interesting general news and
publication which has for so
long of those attractive and entertaining
exploited the “ vacation” interests of odds and ends that go to make up a
its thousands of readers and patrons. thoroughly live down to date journal.
Here is what a well known writer To f.ed and foster in the breast of
has said of Maine Woods:
any so far nonsubscribers the sus
In its very title, the Maine Woods picion that the Maine Woods might
tells in brief
its own delightful give him a full round Dollar’s worth
story for the reason that once each of pleasure in a twelve-month, its
a
week throughout the year it brings publishers will gladly mail him
that great Northland playground for sample copy for the mere asking for
grown ups to the camps, cottage or it.”
Since the death of Hon. James W.
mansion.
In the Bummer season it
has long been the oracle of that Brackett, former chairman of the
ever growing multitude that seeks Commissioners of Inland Fisheries
and never fails to find its keenest and Game of Maine, the paper has
pleasure in the woods and waters of been conducted by his widow, L. B.
the pine Tree state, and it
keeps Brackett.
It is Mrs. Brackett’s intention to
its patrons constantly in touch with
‘ what’s doing’ at the various camps, make Maine Woods so good and
hotels and resorts, and fully
and full of the woods spirit that every
faithfully chronicles
the fishing, true sportsman will simply have to
hunting and general sporting gossip, have it, just as much a part of his
with all the fascinating details
of or her kit as the rod or gun.
that out-of-door life that so strongly
appeals to the class, happily called
by Outing, ‘red blooded men.’
All through the long winter
it.
faithfully follows the summer visitor
to his home in the busy city, town
or hamlet all over this broad con
tinent, and when the unstrung Leon
ard sleeps in its case in the library
closet, and the well-oiled rifle and
Here is a
cat named “ Teddy”
long-dry paddle cross swords on the owned by It. H. Perley, Salem, Mass.
antlers above the ingle nook, one He is waiting for the arrival
of
day in every seven it picks up the the mail man.
The cut is loaned
i jaded
t
merchant, the brain fagged Maine Woods by Our Dumb AnimalB.
C A TS AS IM ITATORS,
of Phillips. Mr. Moore says it was doctor and the weary toiler of any!
Cats are of a high strung and
at all times a fierce struggle
for sort and whirls him back once more
existence with him, though he did to the lap of wavelets on the shingle, sensitive nature, are easily influenc
It you
not particularly desire to sell the to the resinous breath of the great 1ed by their surroundings.
nice little
paper when the late Nathaniel Beal black forest, to the glow and crackle wish a fine-tempered,
bantered him to name a price for it. of the camp fire and the sputtering home-loving cat, you must possesa
some of these attributes
yourself.
You cannot expect to have a very
amiable animal if you are cranky alL

“ TEDDY” IS WAITING
FOR THE POSTMAN
TO COME

and business patronage, its circula
tion rivaling that of any other publi
cation in the state.
However, the inception and pro
mulgation of the Phonograph
was,
like most new publications, one of

WAITING FOR THE MAIL.
“ Teddy,” owned by R. H. Perley,
Salem, Mass.
the time.
Give the animal credit
for being a good imitator. If
you
are vile-tempered and given to strik
ing the kitten, find no fault if the
cat has a like manner and strikes
people and smaller animals.
POND, DEERING’S OAKS PARK,

P3RTLAND,

THERE ARE MANY WINDING PATHS AND SHADY FOOTPATHS THROUGH THE GROVES. EFFECT

OF

PAST

MAINE

AT BLAKESLEE

The Misses Veasey of Haverhill,fishing in the Spencer stream
Blakeslee. This illustrates the methods women anglers use in
wild woods, far from the confinesof civilization.

“ NOISY BUNCH” POSES FOR
CAMERA MAN AT BLAKESLEE

at

. party of sportsmen at Blakes lee,who have been visiting the wilds
for years. From left to right theyare: H. M. Ricker, Boston; Irving*
N. Chase, Malden; Horace W. Rice,Quincy;
Henry G. Fiske, Natick; i
William A. Edwards, Natick; C. A.Pooke, Natick. They are known as
“ the noisy bunch.”
'

SEASO N

ON»

BIRDS.

After the hard winter of 1911-12
came a cold and backward spring. A
severe winter with much snow
and
ice, exposes Birds to great hardships,
and, if it is followed by a late, cold,
stormy spring the eggs sometimes
lack fertility and in many cases few
young birds are raised.
During the winter of 1911, large
numbers of robins and some blue
birds remained in north, notwith
standing severe weather of Janu
ary and February. Cold waves and
snow storms extended far to
the
south and must
have destroyed
many birds which winter in the
nortnern, middle and southern states..
These conditions did not much affect
those species which do not winter
in the United States but mainly
pass on to .Mexico, the Antilles and.
South America.

FOR

GUNS AND
FISH-RODS
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ALWAYS BEEN FOND
OF FLY FISHING
Massachusetts Sportsman TeBs of
Early “ Grasshopper” Exper
iences—Recalls First Trout
By Dr. J. F. R. Biron.
I have always been a fisherman.
Ever since I can remember I have
fished for trout. Although
very
young at the time, I distinctly'
re*
member catching my first trout.
That was in the township of Dudswell, in that part of the Province of
Quebec known as the Eastern Town
ship.
My first trout was 8 inches long,
and was caught in a brook issuing
from a mill-pond, a mile or so from
the birthplace of Dr. Heber Bishop,
the widely known
fisherman
and
hunter, and founder of the Megan tic
Fish and Game Club. I brought the
strange looking fish—I
had never
seen one before—to my father
in
order to learn its identity, and
he
exclaimed. “ Well! Well! It’s a little
trout!”
After that I was a fre
quent visitor to that brook and many
is the fine string I brought home
from its well stocked pools. The mill
pond how'ever was private property
and as such was closed to
pro
miscuous fishing.
One day I fished up stream and
went as far as the mill-pond dam.
As I looked with hungry eyes upon
the placid pond, wishing that
I
might cast my line and grasshopper
in its waters, I saw a gentleman on j
a raft out in the middle of the pond.
He had a long slender pole with
what I took to be a brass spool
attached to the butt. How grace
fully he cast his line, now on
one

why he didn’t yank him in as
was
my custom with my grasshopper and
alder pole. Instead, he wTould much
to my impatience and fear that the
fish would get away, give him much
line, holding his slender rod aloft,
take plenty of time, reel him in and
finally get him over a net such as
I used to catch minnoes with when
some city chap required them to go
fishing for pike or pickerel. Then
he would take the trout and put it
in what I called his “ basket.” Thus
was I initiated in the mysteries as
well as the fascinating art of catch
ing trout without grasshoppers.
Once convinced that one
could
catch trout without torturing grass
hoppers, I immediately became
a
convert to that way of fishing. At
subsequent visits my friend and in
structor, in return for some
fine
additions to his creel, gave me a
line, leader and a supply of flies.
My father went to Marbleton
and
bought me a rod and reel so that,
a.1 the age of thirteen I was fully
equipped, and soon became a fairly
successful
fly-fisherman.
Often
times when I ran short my mother
would die hair and feathers which I
would fasten to hooks, making my
own flies. As leaders were very
expensive and in spite of my utmost
care I would lose them, I very often
had to go without. My “ friend,” how
ever, who came from the city .quite

cast I got him. There was no mistaking him, he had a brown fly in his
mouth. I sent the fish, fly and all,
to my friend in Sherbrooke, and in
return I received a supply of flies
and a fine leader.

have like many others , been an
almost yearly visitor to the Dead
River region. That region is certainly the Paradise of all devotees
of
the fly rod. It has been my privilege
to fish in many waters and in many

rushing madly toward larger streams
and downward to the large rivers, to
later add their waters to the At
lantic.
My spring vacation was spent
on
the shore of Saddlleback Lake, the

BASE BALL AT THE ABBOTT SCHOOL, FARMINGTON, MAINE.
After that season many years
elapsed before I again followed
a
stream.
When in 1890 I came to Maine I
had almost forgotten what a trout
looked like.
During the six years that I lived
in Skowhegan, I quickly renewed my

THE PEARL HOUSE, ORR’S ISLAND—A LOCALITY
WILBUR T. EMERSON OF THE NEW AUGUSTA HOUSE, AUGUSTA, acquaintance "with the speckled beau
ties.
Stream fishing had
always
MAINE. MR. EMERSON IS ONE OF THE BEST KNOWN HOTEL
been my favorite form of fishing,
MEN IN MAINE.*I
and in a couple of seasons I had
fished every stream of any
con
side of the raft, then on the other! °ften, and never failed to look me
sequence in southern Somerset. The
I yelled out to him. “ Why don’t you UP> %
' as alwa>s more than willing, Carry Ponds then attracted me. For
put a sinker on your line?’’
He
eager to swap me flies
and early fishing I never enjoyed better
only laughed and said he did not leaders for any individuals on
my sport than at Little and Middle Carry
need one.
When he came ashore I s*-im S which he paiticuiarly wanted, ponds. Pleasant Pond at Caratunk
noticed instead of grasshoppers he
^
antl 1 got htiite
chummy, was also a favorite place, while later
had a pocket-book full of small Once he got a big fish on but lost
in the season Parlin Pond, Grace
hooks, and around each hook
was him, a wary old trout in a deep
Pond, Lang Pond and several ponds
tied hair and feathers of all imagin- P°°i below a rapid three or four
out of Bingham afforded me
rare
able colors. He very good-naturedly Oiiles down the stream. He
felt sport from 1890 to 1896.
answered all my .questions concern- awfully about it and kept talking
.Since I naie been a resident of
ing those strange hooks with feather ahout it all the way back. Early
the next morning I went to that pool. ^ assac^usetts, barring a few trips to
trimmings.
When, however,
I
answered me that he did not need Tho water was low and at the first ^oosehead and Indian ponds,
grasshoppers nor worms, but that
he could catch all the trout
he ROLAND W. BUTTERS, BOSTON, KNOWN AS
wanted by simply casting
those
“ BUTTSY” COOKING A TROUT AT BLAKESLEE
strangely trimmed hooks and draw
ing them around on the surface of
the water, I gained the impression
that he either was crazy or
was
trying to fool me. After a time he
invited me to go out on his raft
with him. I took along my alder pol
and a supply of grasshoppers
but
I did not fish much, so fascinated
was I in w'atcliing him cast
his
flies. Every now and then a fish
would jump at one of those strange
ly decorated hooks, and occasionally
one would “ get on.”
For the life of me I couldn’t see

Roland W. Butters, Boston, cooking a trout at
Blakeslee. He is
known to many of his close friends as “ Buttsy.” Mr.
Butters is
a
frequent contributor
to
Maine Woods, writing of camp life
The
picture shows that he knows much about his subject.

regions, but for pure unadulterated
and consistent sport, that region, in
my estimation, has no superior and
but few equals,
Radiating from Eustis are
m any
camps anywhere from three to 25
miles by buckboard or trail. There,
ponds and streams are too numerous

outlet of which
forms the south
branch of the Dead River. Why it
was named “ Dead” River is a myst
ery to me, as both the north
and
south branches are extremely swift
streams and are anything
but
“ Dead.”
With its rugged mountains, its

MADE FAMOUS BY HARRIET BEECHER STOWE,
to mention. All are alive with
the
gamiest trout and salmon that rise
readily to the fly during the entire
season.
.
. ,high,
. , the
,,
,
.
The region
is
country
is
rugged and mountainous. The valleys
are at a mean elevation of
1500
feet. There are lakes and ponds,

madly rushing streams and its beautiful' lakes and rivers, it is forever
lestlneJ to remain the Mecca
of
,
,
thec devotee
of
rod
and
gun,
as
^
b '
Nve-1 as the P’ ac e where the lover o f
nature and her wild denizens
will
aHvays find wdiat he seeks.

THIS SCENE WAS SNAPPED RECENTLY AT RANGELEY. THE PEO
PLE IN THE PICTURE
ARE
ENGAGED IN MAKING A POT
OF COFFEE. THE PHOTO WAS MADE WITHOUT THEIR
KNOW LEDGE.
“ among the clouds,”
innumerable,
beautiful streams everywhere. Most
of the ponds are fed by springs and
the water is invariably cold, clear
and crystalline. There are no stag
nant waters there; the streams all
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PUT $100.00 INTO THIS PLAN
AND GROW FAT ON A FARM
(A c c o r d in g to th e “ O ld

M a n ." )

Now here’s a peculiar situation:
The writer hereof was the original
publisher of “ Fish Stories,’’
etc.,
and was always cudgeling his brains
for new ideas to attract the summer
visitors to the many pastimes to be
found in the good old state of Maine
—as the founder of the Phonograph,
alt Phillips.
And after a long sojourn in the
west, here we are located on one of
the finest old farms in the Sandy
River valley— too far along in years
to be able to keep and enjoy it and
most too much farm fo.r the ordi
nary farmer to handle, with
its

summer," etc.
And, again—a friend has suggest
ed a plan for the disposal of “ Ma
plewood" which is good enough for
any of these “ many farms,” and I
will give it to you and them for
what it is worth.
Now, supposing the case—Maple
wood is incorporated and its value
cut up Into shares of stock, say at
,$100 pa/r value.
If the farm was
worth $6,000 there would be 60 shar
es, and these sold to 60 different
city people—only one share to
a
person, if that were the wish
of
purchasers, and then there
could
be no “ control" by a few
heavy

ONE BIG BULL MOOSE-WALKED OLT OF THE BUSHES AT GRAND
LAKE STREAM AND ONE OF THE GUESTS
SNAPPED HIS
PICTURE. HERE IS THE RESULT.
holders.
The shareholders would become
the owners of the farm and
all
that was on and with it.
The shareholders would presum
ably meet and choose officers or an
executive committee and a manager.
Some member could take the sup
erintendency and reside on the
farm, or a practical farmer could be
employed.
Each shareholder would have the
privilege of locating some place on

large and expensive buildings, ionproved machinery, etc.
But—here comes an urgent request
from the present management
of
the “ Woods” for something for the
Special Edition, in these
words;
“ Why noit on the subject of
the
city man coming to the country and
spending his vacation on the farm?
There are many farms in
Maine
which would make ideal summer resi
dences for the city man.
He could
be king of all be surveyed in the

DO YOU EVER TAKE A VACATION?
— IF YOU DO, YOU SHOULD GET A COPY OF -

THE R E S O R T E R
That bright new magazine about American summer and
winter resorts.
M ore completely and dependably than any newspaper, any other magazme or any information b-ureau, T H E R E S O R T E R

sh o w s the different

American resorts by word and picture.
IN IT Y O U

W IL L

F IN D —

Bright, accurate information as to where America’s best people are
going for rest and recreation and what they are doing.

Summer and Winter Recreations and Sports.
The Season’s Modes.
W here to go

particularly in N ew England, with dependable information

about its shores, its mountains, its lakes and streams.
And, added to all this, there are articles of general interest and wonderful pictures.

By subscription: One year, $1.50; Six months, $.75.
15 cents the copy.

RESORTER PUBLISHING COMPANY
M A N C H E S T E R -B Y -T H E -S E A ,
M ASSACH U SETTS
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the farm for a bungalow, tent or
whatever summer residence he and
his might desire—some place not
prejudicial to the best interests of
the farm, and a plot of ground could
be set aside for a “ garden” for the
sojourner, the garden to be started
Yes-yes-the Barn-dance, No, the the lone violinist—'Fremont Lincoln—
by the resident farmer and its care barn don’t dance—see the hyphen.
occupied a convenient corner, out of
Not the barn-dance that has been the draft.
left to. the owner thereof after tak
ing up his residence on the farm in vogue in the cities; but a real,
The order of dances was the usual
old-fashioned barn-dance-in a barn. country contras, waltzes and
for the season.
twosteps, and at none of them
was
Those who did not care for
the Understand?
That same one, at Peter Wahl’s, there room to spare for more
garden could purchase at nominal
prices their produce from the “ farm up in the Dead River country. In dancers.
I forgot to state that there were
er" and some there would be, who the city barn-dance, a couple takes
a 130 people present, and round among
would prefer to live in the house hold of bands and starts off on
and board with the superintendent at hop, skip and jump, and when tired them all skurried the active Peter
and —here, there and everywhere— bust
a nominal rate, this and other pric of that, clutch each other.
whirl till they are giddy,
then ling like a gasoline engine hunting
es to be fixed by the executive com
“ barn-dance" some more.
a new sparking-plug!
He
wanted
mittee, or the stockholders in gen
First, however, who is Peter, and everybody to get in and have
the
eral.
what of his barn, etc?
time of their lives, as most of them
Each and every stockholder should
Peter is-or was-a German and in did.
have equal privileges and all would younger days was a brakeman on
In the ice cream parlor where Old
naturally have a deep interest
in one of the big railroads. Tired of Cy took charge, there wras enough
the farm and the welfare of
all braking, he broke with the road and and to spare at 10 per.
A lively
others.
happened up in the Dead River bunch dropped in to cool off and one
The house should be always open country, (broke), possibly
river- generous soul said it would be “ on
to the different “ owners” spending driving-or, more correctly speaking,I him.” One of the hungry
ones
the summer on the farm, and social
gatherings could be held at the
house, as well as at other residenc
es which would soon appear fin the
farm colony.
Such a farm as
“ Maplewood”
could easily be made self-supporting,
with a practical man as manager,
and probably be made to
“ earn
something” before many years and
the shares would naturally be very
saleable, whenever an owner desired
to relinquish his rights.
Now, the idea is this:
If a man
is not able to buy a summer place
outright, but could spare a few hun
dred, or even one hundred,
here
is a plan whereby by flocking to
gether he can have a summer home,
be a part owner in a big farm, have
all its privileges, a little home by
The women summer
guests at Ivineo enjoy trap shooting.
Here
himself, if he wishes, with all its is a recently
made photograph, showing one of the most expert fe
comforts—for his wife, his children male shots
present trying for a double.
and himself—“ Monarch of all
he
surveys," for the .time being. And
asked for cake, with his ice cream.
why wouldn’t he be in a way in driving logs in the river.
“ Go slow with your cake—I am
Anyhow, later he purchased a farm
dependent, as would be his
more
on
the
road
to
Flagstaff
about
three
paying
for ice cream,” said the un
wealthy neighbor who owned
the
miles before arriving at that village, steady but generous individual.
.viifc'ie thing?
and here we found him—and his.
“ The cake goes with the cream,”
Now the writer knows many farms I said Peter was a German,
and said the dealers—and that thrifty,
—some cheap, some more expensive now he is, or has, the earmarks of chap just filled his pockets, and paid
—which could be taken up in this a Progressive—a follower of
the for another round.
“'ay, by . a congenial summer colony, Colonel, or, at least, some of his
But a barn-dance in the country
and will be glad to take up corres ideas. He is not afraid of anyone is worth going miles to see, and somepondence with interested parties con accusing him of the
propensities there were from thirty miles away,
cerning the plans as herein outlined for race suicide—not for Peter. No and they would go again, should the
and capable of elaboration
ad lib. de is in the race to “ show” against occasion offer—including the writer;
Wherefore it becomes necessary to it.
but how best to describe it—that’s
give the address: “ Maplewood, route
On the sunny side of fifty, Mr. impossible. It beats the society
4, Farmington, Me.”
and Mrs. Peter have ten sprightly hop, the Grizzly Bear, the Bunny
In conclusion I will say I would children between them, and
the Hug and the Turkey Trot, all with
like to see 50 or more summer cot next to the youngest are twins. I the same tune, and with Wash Gould
tages, or bungalows, on Maplewood, don’t know whether any ever
got dancing all by his lonesome, covered
and each filled with a summer fam- away or not, but there are ten
at with a big straw hat and always the
aly, with children living in the open, present, the oldest of whom is
22 same lively step. It is a sight for
picking berries on the hi Lis and in
the fiields, driving home the cowsj
for a drank of fresh mil-k, coming i
to the big house for eggs and milk,
and for the mail, making all man-1
ner of big noises in .the woods, seek - 1
ing bird nests —but never robbing
them, and perhaps watching the big
hedgehog den for a possible glimpse
of his hogship; then there is
the
cave above the den where the more
. culture some may “ drop in” hut may
need help in getting out.
There’s the river close by— pass
ing -through the farm, where boat- j
ing ant’d bathing could be enjoyed; j
there’s the tele-phone and the R. F. j
D.; the railroad with a stallion each
side the farm; a sawmill close by,
a..d neighbors in every direction, suf-J
fietcnt to supply all the garden stuff
A party of summer people at Kineo starting on a canoe trip. Little fleets,
and farm produce wanted by a col of canoes frequently make trips of several days’ duration, supplies beony of 250 bright and joyous people ing taken
along for comfortable campiug.
—and it goes without saying that
such a plan gives positive assurance [
those who think the modern dance
cf far less prices for produce than and the youngest six months. Yes
is a tame affair.
I can imagine
—Peter’s
age
is
48
and
that
of
his
paid in the city—for it brings the
in but one more feature to make the
consumer close to the producer, and wife 46. The twins were born
barn-dance a Fourth of July cele
if that producer is ones self the 1908.
bration all set to music, and
that
Peter’s
home
is
not
a
pretentious
‘ Lying’ ’ is but a bagatelle as com
would be for all the males to wear
affair,
but
there
appears
to
be
lots
pared with the city article.
of room, though scattered a bit. “ chaps” and six-shooters, punctuat
If one wanted to be real thrifty, The small house lias three rooms ing the atmosphere at every change
why not raise enough (truck so that
the
and close by is an old school-house of the music and shooting
a goodly portion could he sold to (or Avas), and on the other side the shingles off the roof.
the other residents?
house is a roomy hen-house. Up on j Never mind the rough barn floor—
Well— just think it over, and see the loft in the barn was a madeup
Dance the order and cry for more.
how much you can make out of such
bed.
Down the centre—shassay all—
a plan and such privileges.
The
It was said that the sleepers were
savings for a three months’ at.ay
Skip the hubbies, lest you fall;
divided up at night among the dif
would soon wipe oat necessary ex
Every
step your joy’ll enhance,
ferent buildings—at
least a part
penses.
No?
Yes?
If it’s a barn wherein yon dance.
of them.
Oh, the barn-dance,
; Peter set his heart on a
barnYes, the barn-dance;
dance, having enough new plank for
a floor, but he only got it laid in Where chaprons may look askance;
There’s joy in abundance,
time for the dance to commence,
Always, at the barn-dance.
and the planks were not nailed down.
Just take an old man’s word for it
The barn was large and airy, clean
and wholesome, and there were grain —if that’s as near as you ever got
bags full and planks to sit on, and to one of the real thing. O. M. M.

IF YOU LIKE THE TURKEY TROT,
WHY GO TO IT AT PETER’S!

MAINE WCODS,

BOSTON ANTI-MAINE MAN
HAS NO USE FOR WILD WOODS
Mr. Editor:
You have done me the honor of
requesting that I write a piece for
the Special Edition of Maine Woods,
which edition you are careful
to
state “ will be devoted to recreation,
pure and simple.”
You are also
hind enough to suggest that a good
topic would be “ Why I Pick
Out
Maine for a Place to Recreate In.”
After some thought I have decided
that I had rather write my piece
on ithe subject of “ Why I Like to
Have My Friends Go to Maine for
Their Vacations.”
The principal reason I like
to
have my friends go to Maine
for
their vacations is that they lie so
beautifully about it when they get
back.
It is truly refreshing for a
man who doesn’t get any chance to
have any “ recreation, pure and sinr
pie,” to hear the flossy tales
of
the more fortunate ones who go to
Maine for that purpose.
I refer
particularly, now, to those who go
to Maine to hunt and fish.
It is
not particularly interesting to hear
from those persons who immure
themselves in some distant hamlet
in Maine during the summertime, or
from those who are disporting them
selves and flaunting their finery on
the piazzas of the various asylums
for the tired and weary which are
scattered from KLttery to Eastport.
With them it is the same old story

“ Do not import verity.”
Being of Maine birth, and Maine
girth myself, I do not indulge
in
hunting or fishing expeditions, I
never caught a trout in my life and
never ate one but once. I
would
rather have mackerel or sword-fish.
Why is it when a man who
goes
into Maine, goes into a camp some
where in the woods; doesn’t
get
any good food to eat for the whole
time he is there and doesn't get a
shave nor a bath nor a clean shirt
from the time he goes into
the
woods until he gets out, wail
sit
down and tell fairy stories
about
the fun he had in one of these im
migrant trips beats me.
I cannot
fathom it.
I resent the air of lord
ly superiority which fishermen, hunt
ers aud their ilk take on when they
discuss with hard-working stay-athomes their various incursions into
the Maine woods.
What I enjoy
about it is the serious manner in
which these tales are told and the
cock-sureness of the tellers thereof
that the listener is such a “ pure
aud simple” sucker as to swallow
these yarns of exploration and pisci*
oapture.
As for the women who .go into
the Maine woods, I believe that any
man who drove up to one of these
camps with a tile bath tub strap
ped on the back of the wagon would
be irresistible, and if he added
to
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HOW THE GREAT FORESTS OF MAINE ARE
PROTECTED AGAINST LOSS BY FIRE
Through the
forests of Maine ' perches scan the country far
many men walk daily through the wide for signs of smoke.
dry reason, ever on the watch for
The telephone system that
forest fires. From the lofty peaks nects together mountain tops

and themselves. They like to know what
is going on in their department,
conThe location of the several lookout
and stations are as follows: Lead
Mt.

THE LOOKOUT STATION ON BALD MOUNTAIN.
of 21 mountains other men sweep valleys throughout the state is ex- Kineo, Kineo Twp.;
Mt. Coburn,
the hi’ ls and valleys with powerful tensive.
It
is the resultof careful
Twp. 28, Hancock Co.; Pleasant pond
glasses for a similar reason, ready planning on the part of the powers Mt. Caratunk; Attean Mountain, At*
to flash through the
telephones by that he and has proved
of great tean Twp.; Tumble Down Mt. Twp.
5 R. 6 -W. K. R.; Squaw Mt., Twp.
their sides the news of danger
to value many times.
2 R. 6 B. K. P. E. K. R.; Snow Mt.,
Twp. 2 R. o, Franklin County; Mt.
Bigelow, Bigelow
Twp., Somerset;
White Cap Mt., Twp. 7 R. 10; Spenc
er Mt., Middlesex Grant; Rocky Mt.,
Twp. 18, R. 12, W. E. L. S.; Trout
Brook Twp. 5 R. 9, W. E. L. S.;
Mt. Chase, Mt. Chase Twp.; Ragged
Mt., Twp. A. R. 9, W. E. L. S.; Mt.

C. L. BURBANK OF FLAGSTAFF,
FIRE WATCH OX MT. BIGE
LOW TELEPHONIX'G NEWS
OF A FIRE TO ANOTHER
STATION.

THE VIEW OF THE OCEAN AND BAY FROM FORT ALLEN PARK, PORTLAND, IS CONSIDERED ONE
OF THE MOST IMPRESSIVE IN THE WORLD.

Twp. 3, R. 6, W. B. K. P.; Wesley
Mt., Wesley; Depot Mt., Twp.
13,
R. 16, W. E. L. S.; Soper Mt. Twp.
of getting up in the morning, wait this tile bath tub a promise of
fire
A lookout man is not necessarily
a the timber lands to trained
8 R 12, W. E. I.. S ; Round Mt.,
ing for the
Boston papers, eat grape fruit salad with regular lin* fighters,
|lonesome, for he can chat w'th
his Twp. T. 11 R. S, W E. L S-; Azising and going to bed again at night. eu napery, and possibly two aisle seats
At the head ot this armv ot ,h e !next m0“ ta,n tGp nelBl" r t ' plf apS coos Mt., Lincoln pi. Oxford County;
But those citizens who go to the
for a good comic opera, I would al Lack
woods is
Is Mank
Frank E
E Mace,
Mace land
land nearesf“ central
**
l!“ civihza
?
Ci
T ; 1 R. 3, Piscataquis;
oacK vooas
office, ' with
. ty Camp
,,
n .
various hunting and fishing places
agen
t,
a
n
d
fo
r
e
s
t
,
r
o
m
m
i
s
s
i
o
n
s
o
f
!
tin
n
.
a
a
1
" P- - K
>
most
be
willing
to
bet
that
no
agent
and
forest
commissioner
of
in Maine certainly do enjoy them
Kibbe Mt., Twp. 1 R. 6.; Priestly Mt,
assisted
by
selves.
They enjoy gloating o-ver female inhabitant of a Maine camp the state, who is
One of the duties impressed on the T
R 12 W E L S
us less fortunate brethren for
a 1would refuse to elope with him. This Charles W •Curtis, deputy forest com- patrolmen is the necessity of warn*
campers to extinguish camp
week or two before they depart far bunk about the pleasures and de missioner. It is up to these men to jng
use every means in their power to t1res_ Many a blaz^ that has disMaine to get this “recreation, pure
lights of fishing and gunning in the protect the millions of dollars worth
troyed thousands of dollars worth
and simple” and they do enjoy
of timber in Maine from fire.
of timber has been the result of a
themselves when they get back in Maine woods, of eating off a tin
of
Maine spends over $57,000 for camp fire left burning. The patrolme
dulging In fairy stories, “ pure and plate, sleeping on the boughs
simple” about the size of 'the fish trees and all .the rest of this phony this fire protection and the Federal always leave the impression that
they caught at Calabash lake or in stuff which my friends indulge in government, through the provisions a word to the wise is sufficient.
You, who have tramped the woods,
the Rusty Grouch country, which is when they get back from one of of the Weeks bill, hands over an
for have noticed the signs placed
on
evidently a paradise for hunters, these expeditions, is immensly amus- allotment of $10,000 additional
that fire lookouts and patrol work,
trees, etc, regarding
forest fires.
SMOKE OUT. In cold weather trappers
fishermen and liars.
I have
a in.g to me because I believe
smoke out m> re mink, “ cnon” , skunk, etc., in
The patrol system is
considered Sometimes they are couched in more
number of close, personal friends, in their hearts of hearts, if it were
one day than Lhej can t>ke in traps in a
month—b eibe they . et primt furs woith the
whose reputation for truth and ver not a fad and a fancy all of them the most efficient part of the organ- than one language, but the outstand
most money.
they ization, the lookout station rank- ing idea conveyed is “ always
be
A HI'IK brinfrs illustrated guide It tel’ s
acity is good, whose pew rent is would. prefer to stay where
how Givini: t) e first time in nnnt tl e trea
more
paid regularly and who never have can beam the sound of the automobile ing next. Many of the patrolmen careful about fires and then
sured secrets of ihe wisest eld trapper in
this country, it’s worth dol'ar> to you.
celebrated" for’ unfamiliarity1honx’ the rumbIe of the trolley cafrs' employed are students from
the careful.”
been
T R A P P E R ’S SU PP LY C O
Very ‘frequently Mr. Mace or
Mr.
with the truth who, upon their re- th<i wMstle of
le*ter carrier, the University of Maine, who are
inHOX W .. OAK P A R K . ILL,
,turn from some hunting or fishing, raeasured tread <>f 1116 ^ fo r m e d po- terested in forestry. Every day the Curtis make a trip through the woods
(expedition in Maine, indulge in var liceman and Live in the prospect and patrolmen walk through the silent
probability of eating off a
table places, ever on the watch for forest
ious grand and lofty tales which,
covered with a whijte cloth to the fires- High above them the “ look*
as the late Tom Reed once said of
acccmpaniment of the chink of ice out men ’ from their mountain
top
a speech by a colleague in the House
. __________ _____ ■
_ — OVERLOOKING SANDY RIVER V A LLE Y IN MAINE
of Representatives at Washington, i against the sides of a
If these same men who go to Maingj tle of the Bangor boat sound like
Will be sold for cost of improvements-232 acres-owner going West this
on, fishing and hunting expeditions, the squeak of white mice.
There fall. Large two-story house (12 rooms) ell and stable, and big barn, all supplied
were forced to suffer at home the may be fish and game in the Maine With running water.
BIG MAPLE ORCHARD-—3000 TREES
personal inconveniences and
the woods; I don’t deny that, but for
lack o.f ordinary comforts incident me there is plenty of fish and many Apple, Pear and Plum Trees, 1-4 acre garden with Berries, Asparagus, etc
100 acres Woodland; Railroad and river through west end of farm--boating
to such trips (as they have been a good game to be had right here
and fishing; hunting on farm
described to me) they would put in Boston.
Address. “ MAPLEWOOD,” route 4, Farmington, Maine, for description,
a “ holler” that would make the whis
A. H. G.
pictures, terms, etc. It is the Big Bargain.

Shaw s Pnpuma ic

GENTLEMAN’S COUNTRY PLACE
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Rangeley Lake House

had taken effect. My first one was |
about an inch from the spine
be
tween the fore shoulders. The next
through the body about midway, the
third as he was
going from me
struck him in the hind quarters and
lodged in the neck. The three in the
head made a complete jelly of
it.
We had no way of weighing
him
but he w'as a beauty and the skin
made into a mat by D. A. Wendall 1
of New Portland hangs on the wall
of my dining room.”

THE DEER AND THE
CAMERA MAN AT
KING AND BARTLETT

TENNIS, BOATING, BATHING, AUTOING.

W rite fo r Booklet.

RANGELEY LAKES HOTEL COMPANY,
Rangeley, Maine.
AN E XC ITIN G BEAR H UN T.

(Continued from page nine),
away, kicking up the leaves
like
straw coming from the tail end of a
threshing machine. Let John tell
the rest of the .s to r y himself.
“ I got one shot at him as he was
going from me and he was out
of
sight. I picked up my lunch and put
it in my pocket and thought seri
ously of all that had happened dur-

1912

the roots, I heard a growl and looked
up to see Mr. Bear about 20 yards
away, sitting down like a dog fac
ing me, his head slowly turning from
side to side. He was in the hard
wood and my spirits rose at once
for I felt sure he could not get
away from me now. When his head THE DEER AT KING & BARTLETT
came around just right I gave him
BEFORE SHE OBSERVES THE
one between the eyes expecting to
APPROACH OP THE
see him drop dead; instead
he
CAMERA FIEND.

and then been of help in translat
ing into material terms the artistic
temperaments that largely compose
the club.”
Referring to his place the Sun
goes on:
“ It’ s really rather a princely es
tate. There are three or four young
lakes of noble proportions upon
it,
and in them and a number of streams
cold with the chill of water
just
made from snow, is to be had some
of the finest trout and land locked
salmon fishing there is.
"Deer roam at will over the place.
You may see a dozen of them almost
any night at the hour when
the
beasties come down to drink
and
teed on the lily pads .And in
the
fall and winter the wild ducks
and
geese fly there by thousands.
In
fact it’s pretty sure that Tissen
could make a very good living inSHE STARTS FOR THE WOODS deed by fishing and shooting
for
AS THE CAMERA MAN MAKES i the market if he so desired.
HIS LAST SNAP.
“ At both shooting and fishing he’s
" an expert.
All his vacations he’s
T H E CALL OF T H E W IL D LURED spent at the sport ever since the
TISSEN FROM LAMBS.
Lambs Club has known him.
Up
(Continued from page nine).
there in the woods he’s got a fine
Therefore they traded.
lodge that will furnish comfort in
Here are a few words from th e ! any weather, hot or cold, and a
New York Sun:
number of the Lambs wrho call Mm
“ J-ohn Tissen is a Dutchman who their friend have put in time there
never got over it. He was born in and will do it again.”
- «*
Holland and came to this country
In the photograph Mr. Tissen
is
while a youth. The Lambs hadn’t j shown in front of “ The Chimes.”
been in existence much more than He has with him his “ automobile.”

THIS MOOSE WAS PHOTOGRAPHED NEAR
LAKEWOOD CAMPS,
MIDDLEDAM, BY JUDGE ROBERT LIVINGSTONE, A FAMOUS
NEW YORK LAWYER WHO SPENDS HIS SUMMERS AT THIS
RESORT.
two years and was a very unpre
tentious organization indeed when i
it hired Tissen.
Since then
the i
club has seen various vicissitudes i T h e B ic y c le Dog o f P o r tla n d , O re g o n .
and had diverse locations, hut
itj This picture represents a familiar
has never been without Tissen until I scene on the street of Portland,
“ the Rose City” of Oregon. “ Teddy”
last week.
“ And it is likely that the gray- is a full-blooded Siberian spitz own
that
THE DEER’S FIRST ALARM. SHE beards would admit that back in ed by Mr. R. F. Loomis of
these same early days John Tissen place, who is seen on the bicycle.
SIGHTS THE MAN WITH THE
CAMERA.

“ TEDDY”

“ Camp Moore Anne” at
Spring Lake. On the piazza are Mr.
and
Mrs. Moorehead of Philadelphia, who spend the month of August in this
cabin each year.
lng the past minute. Had I been
too hasty with my first shot?
I
could not think so, yet the speed
he had when I last saw him led me
to believe he was not badly hurt. I
thought of the three other bears
that had been wounded by guests
of the camp that season and never
seen again, and when I started to

uttered the most weird howl I have
ever heard, jumped into the air land
ing on his head and shoulders strik
ing with his fore paws. Presently
he got onto hi3 feet and started
slowly to walk away.
“ I gave him another shot between
the ear and eye, agafin that
weird
howl, another jump and he landed

TRYING TO FIGURE OUT WHAT
THE CAMERA MAN IS GOING
The dining room at Spring Lake. This dining room, like the
other
TO DO.
camps at the lake, is made of peel ed spruce logs. Over 50 people can
has occasionally stood as it were
dine comfortably in this room.
between the artistic temperaments of
pick up his trail I never expected to in an old blow-down wThere he made
the club and the materially minded
see him again. I did not find much things lively for a few seconds
tradesmen. So far as is known no
a
blood, but the trail through the dry when he started to crawl over
body has ever accused Tissen
of
leaves was easy to follow.
With a log. Another shot in the back of the
having an ARTISTIC temperament,
faint heart and with many a criti head and without a sound he threw
his chief characteristics having al
cism as to my
marksmanship
I up both fore paws and came over
ways appeared to be a liking
for
Then I ate my lunch
started on the trail. For about 200 backward.
the solitudes of the great forest and
yards I followed the trail when com after which I dressed him, finding
an ability to materialize the where
ing by a large tree turned up by that every one of the six shots fired
withal. He has, so to speak, now

FURNITURE

THE BARKER
THE BIRCHES
CAMP BEMIS

RANGELEY MOCCASINS

Ladies' and Gents' Furnishings
Sportsmen’ s and Motorists’ Clothing a Specialty

W. D. QUIMBY
Frasier Building

Rangeley, Maine
Both Phones

This pose is the result of over sir
months’ patient training. Teddy’s
age is three and a half years.—Our
Dumb Animals.

SHE THINKS IT ABOUT TIME TO
START FOR THE TALL
TIMBER.

C A PT. F. C. BARKER, Pi'oprietor

